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Abstract 
In the last decade, 3D warp-interlock woven structures (compact multi-layered structures, with many 
interlaced warp and weft systems) including high-performance yarns (carbon, glass, aramid) have 
found an extensive use as composite reinforcements in aeronautic, automotive or defence industry, 
due to their mechanical properties and reduced cost, shorter production cycle and design flexibility. 

The thesis titled “Contribution regarding the development of 3D-warp interlock high-performance 
woven fabrics” summarises the main research findings of the author carried after being awarded the 
doctoral degree, in the sphere of using 3D interlock fabrics woven with glass/aramid/carbon yarns 
emphasizing the following research topics: 

§ Geometrical modelling and definition of 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics. 

§ The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-interlock fabrics 
woven with high-performance yarns. 

§ Intelligent composites reinforced with 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics with embedded 
sensors. 

The thesis is structured on 4 chapters: 

1. Geometrical modelling and contribution to the definition of 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics. 

2. The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-interlock carbon 
woven fabrics.  

3. The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp interlock aramid 
woven fabrics. 

4. Intelligent composites reinforced with 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics with embedded 
sensors. 

 

Geometrical modelling and contribution to the definition of 3D warp-interlock woven 
fabrics: 

Two new geometrical models of orthogonal/layer to layer and angle warp-interlock weaves and the 
contribution to a new structural definition of a 3D warp interlock fabric are presented. The proposed 
geometrical models are based on elements of Pierce theory for 2D woven structures, adapted for 3D 
structures. Depending on specific structural parameters of interlock fabrics such as the number of 
layers, binding depth, yarn densities, yarn cross sectional dimensions, new formulae for yarn crimp 
calculus have been elaborated for orthogonal/layer to layer structures. For angle warp-interlock 
structures, the model requires tow and weaver data as input and gives fabric thickness, warp and 
weft crimp angle, areal weight and fibre volume fraction as outputs. Both models were tested against 
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experimental data for carbon/glass interlock fabrics. Results obtained show that the modelling 
approach can be successfully applied to calculate necessary fabric geometry parameters from 
minimum number of manufacturer and weaver data. 

Despite of the numerous research papers dealing with warp interlock woven structures, little research 
was conducted to clearly define this class of multi-layer fabric. In many research papers, unskilled 
scientists of weaving technology (but interested in the field of textile composites) have some difficulty 
describing the different components of the 3D warp interlock fabric and sometimes make confusions 
between the different architectures. Thus, based on prior in-depth knowledge of the geometry of this 
class of woven fabrics, a new general definition of a 3D warp interlock fabric has been proposed to 
better describe the position of the several yarns located inside the 3D warp-interlock woven structure. 
Having this new definition of 3D warp interlock fabric, unskilled scientists in the weaving technology 
can use them to better define their architecture and probably help them to make a clear distinction 
between their different parameters. 

The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-interlock 
carbon woven fabrics: 

Research results are presented on the way in which the weave structure used in 3D interlock fabrics 
and yarn crimp affects the strength transfer from carbon yarn to reinforcement and compozit. In 
order to estimate the influence that the structural parameters have on the final proprieties of the 
composite material, using a coefficient of strength transfer was proposed. Three variants of 3D 
interlock woven fabrics were created using carbon fibre for which all the structural parameters aside 
from the type of weave structure used were kept constant. For the three variants the tensile strength 
was experimentally determined and the strength transfer coefficients from yarn in the 3D 
interlock/composite reinforcement. 

Results showed that the phenomenon of strength transfer from carbon yarn to composite is negatively 
affected by an increased crimp of the warp yarns in the woven reinforcement.  

The strength transfer coefficients had higher values for dry reinforcements after which, due to its 
impregnation with resin, the values were drastically reduced for final composite.  

In the direction of the weft, the strength transfer coefficients gradually increased as the amplitude of 
the undulation of the warp decreased, due to the progressively reduced compression forces exerted 
on the weft yarns. 

The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp interlock 
aramid woven fabrics: 

The results on influences of yarns density and fabric areal density on the tensile and bending 
behaviours of 3D orthogonal warp interlock fabrics woven with aramid yarns are presented. 

It was found that bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics with higher fabric areal density 
presented higher values than low fabric areal density. For example, even though one variant shows 
higher weft density but lower fabric areal density than other, it possesses lower bending rigidity in 
weft direction. Besides, the average bending curvature of the preform showed sharp bending curve 
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with a reduced angle as the density of the yarn increases in the same bending direction. Moreover, 
the fabric becomes very stiff and faces resistant to bend in the higher yarn density direction.  

The results indicated that the tensile strength of 3D warp interlock fabric was influenced by the yarn 
densities in the respective directions. As the yarn density in their respective warp or/and weft 
directions increases, maximum tensile load with maximum strain also increases in specific directions. 

Intelligent composites reinforced with warp interlock woven fabrics with embedded 
sensors: 

A new approach of on-line Structural Health Monitoring using fibrous sensors inserted inside 3D 
carbon woven-interlock composite reinforcements is presented. A flexible piezoresistive fibrous sensor 
has been developed and optimized for in situ structural deformation sensing in composites reinforced 
with 3D interlock fabric woven with carbon yarns. The sensors were inserted as weft in woven 
reinforcement during the weaving process. The multi-layered nature of 3D interlock woven structures 
allows the placement of the sensors into the thickness direction, in a key position for sensing 
deformations in the reinforcement and composite. The reinforcement was then impregnated in epoxy 
resin and was later subjected to quasi-static tensile loading and bending. An appropriate data 
acquisition module has been developed and used for data acquisition and its further treatment. 

It was found that the sensor is able to detect deformations in the composite structure until rupture 
as it was inserted together with reinforcing tows (finding even very small elongations of less than 
2.5%) The results obtained for carbon composite specimens under standard testing conditions have 
validated in situ monitoring concept using our fibrous textile sensors. Embedding such an intelligent 
piezoresistive sensor inside the reinforcement during weaving process is the most convenient and 
cost-effective way of insertion of a sensor for structural health monitoring. 

The last part of the thesis presents the scientific, professional and academic future development plans 
of the author. 
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Rezumat 
În ultimii 10 ani, țesăturile interlock în straturi multiple (structuri compacte cu multiple sisteme de fire 
de urzeală și bătătură întrețesute), realizate cu fire de înaltă performanță (carbon, sticlă, aramidă), 
au fost utilizate pe scară largă ca ranforturi pentru materiale compozite pentru domeniile aeronautică, 
automotive și industria de apărare, datorită proprietăților mecanice superioare, duratei reduse de 
producție a compozitelor și designului flexibil. 

Teza cu titlul “Contribuții la dezvoltarea țesăturilor 3D interlock realizate din fire de înaltă performanță” 
sintetizează principalele rezultate ale autoarei, obținute după conferirea titlului de doctor, în domeniul 
studiului țesăturilor 3D interlock realizate din fire de carbon, sticlă, aramidă, cu accent pe următoarele 
teme de cercetare: 

§ Modelarea geometrică și definiția structurală a țesăturilor 3D interlock. 

§ Influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților mecanice ale țesăturilor 3D interlock 
din fire de înaltă performanță. 

§ Compozite inteligente ranforsate cu țesături 3D interlock și senzori integrați. 

Lucrarea este structurată pe 4 capitole: 

1. Modelarea geometrică și contribuții la definiția structurală a țesăturilor 3D interlock. 

2. Influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților mecanice ale țesăturilor 3D interlock 
din fire de carbon. 

3. Influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților mecanice a țesăturilor 3D interlock din 
fire aramidice. 

4. Compozite inteligente ranforsate cu țesături 3D interlock cu senzori integrați. 

 

Modelarea geometrică și contribuții la definiția structurală a țesăturilor 3D interlock: 

Sunt prezentate două noi modele geometrice pentru variantele de țesături 3D interlock 
“ortogonal/strat-cu-strat” și “oblic/strat-cu-strat” și contribuțiile la o nouă definiție structurală pentru 
țesăturile 3D interlock. Modelele geometrice propuse au la bază elemente din teoria lui Pierce pentru 
țesături 2D adaptată pentru structuri 3D interlock. În funcție de parametrii structurali specifici 
țesăturilor 3D interlock, cum ar fi numărul de straturi, profunzimea legării straturilor, desimea firelor, 
forma și dimensiunile firelor în secțiune transversală, au fost elaborate formule pentru calculul 
contracției firelor din țesăturile 3D interlock tip ”ortogonal/strat-cu-strat”. Pentru structurile interlock 
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tip ”oblic/strat-cu-strat”, modelul geometric elaborat necesită introducerea ca date de intrare a 
caracteristicilor structurale ale țesăturii și generează ca date de ieșire grosimea țesăturii, unghiurile 
de ondulare ale urzelii și bătăturii, masa unității de suprafață și fracția de volum a fibrelor. Pentru 
validarea ambelor modele geometrice, rezultatele teoretice au fost comparate cu cele experimentale, 
determinate pe variante de țesături 3D interlock realizate din fire de sticlă/carbon.  Rezultatele 
obținute au arătat că modelele geometrice propuse pot fi aplicate cu succes pentru a calcula parametri 
geometrici ai acestor clase de țesături 3D interlock, utilizând ca date de intrare un număr mic de 
caracteristici structurale. 

Cu toate că există numeroase publicații referitoare la structurile țesute interlock, puțini cercetători și-
au orientat preocupările pentru a stabili o definiție structurală completă pentru această clasă de 
țesături compuse. În multe publicații, cercetătorii din afara domeniului textil (dar cu preocupări în 
sfera compozitele textile) dovedesc dificultăți în a descrie  elementele structurale specifice țesăturilor 
3D interlock și uneori există confuzii între diversele tipuri de arhitecturi. Pe baza cunoștințelor 
aprofundate dobândite în studiul geometriei acestei clase de țesături compuse, a fost propusă o nouă 
definiție structurală generală a țesăturilor 3D interlock, care să descrie precis evoluția diverselor fire 
din cadrul arhitecturii 3D a țesăturii. Această definiție structurală generală poate fi utilă cercetătorilor 
din afara domeniului textil pentru a defini adecvat variantele de țesături 3D interlock utilizate în 
diverse studii și îi poate ajuta să facă o distincție mai clară între parametrii structurali specifici. 

Influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților mecanice ale țesăturilor 3D 
interlock din fire de carbon: 

Sunt prezentate rezultatele cercetărilor privind modul în care legătura utilizată pentru țesăturile 3D 
interlock și contracțiile firelor afectează transferul de rezistență la întindere axială pe traseul 
fir/ranfort/compozit. Pentru a putea estima influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților 
finale ale materialului compozit, s-a propus utilizarea unui coeficient de transfer a rezistenței. S-au 
realizat 3 variante de țesături 3D interlock din fire de carbon, pentru care parametrii structurali au 
fost menținuți constanți, cu excepția legăturii utilizate. Pentru cele trei variante, s-a determinat 
experimental rezistența la întindere axială și s-au calculat indicii de transfer pentru rezistența firului 
în ranfortul 3D interlock/compozit.  

Rezultatele au arătat că fenomenul de transfer al rezistenței de la fir la compozit este afectat negativ 
de creșterea ondulării firelor de urzeală în ranfortul țesut. Coeficientul de transfer a avut valori mai 
mari de la fir la ranfortul 3D după care, datorită impregnării cu rășină, valorile de transfer către 
compozitul final au scăzut semnificativ. Pe direcția bătăturii, coeficientul de transfer a crescut gradual 
cu descreșterea amplitudinii ondulării urzelii, datorită reducerii progresive a forțelor de compresie 
exercitate asupra firelor de bătătură.  

Influența parametrilor structurali asupra proprietăților mecanice a țesăturilor 3D 
interlock din fire aramidice: 

 Sunt prezentate rezultatele studiilor privind influența desimii firelor și a masei țesăturii, asupra 
rezistenței la încovoiere și a rezistenței la întindere axială a țesăturilor 3D interlock din fire aramidice. 
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Rezultatele au arătat că rezistența la încovoiere a țesăturilor 3D interlock crește pe măsură ce masa 
unității de suprafață a țesăturii crește. De exemplu, dacă desimea firelor de bătătură prezintă valori 
mai mari pentru o variantă comparativ cu alta, dar masa pe unitate de suprafață este mai mică decât 
a celei de-a doua, rezistență la încovoiere pe direcția bătăturii va fi mai redusă comparativ cu a doua 
variantă. Pe măsură ce desimea sistemului de-a lungul căruia s-a realizat determinarea rezistenței la 
încovoiere crește, unghiurile de încovoiere ale materialului sunt mai reduse. Țesătura devine foarte 
rigidă și prezintă rezistență mare la încovoiere pe direcția pe care desimea este mai mare. Rezultatele 
au indicat că rezistența la întindere axială a țesăturilor 3D interlock este puternic influențată de 
desimea firelor în direcția considerată. Pe măsură ce desimea unui sistem de fire crește, crește forța 
maximă de rupere și alungirea pe aceeași direcție.  

Compozite inteligente ranforsate cu țesături 3D interlock cu senzori integrați: 

Este prezentată o nouă abordare a procesului de monitorizare on-line a integrității structurale a 
pieselor compozite, prin integrarea de senzori fibroși în structura ranfortului 3D interlock, în procesul 
de țesere. A fost realizat și optimizat un senzor piezorezistiv fibros  flexibil, pentru monitorizarea in-
situ a deformărilor structurale ale pieselor compozite din carbon ranforsate cu țesături 3D interlock. 
Senzorii au fost inserați ca fire de bătătură în structura ranfortului în timpul țeserii. Structura multistrat 
a țesăturilor 3D interlock permite amplasarea senzorilor oriunde în profunzime, în poziții cheie pentru 
sesizarea deformațiilor din ranfort și piesa compozită. Ranfortul a fost impregnat cu rășină epoxidică 
și compozitul a fost testat la întindere axială și încovoiere. În cazul fiecărui tip de test, s-au realizat și 
utilizat module adecvate pentru achiziția și prelucrarea datelor. Rezultatele au demonstrat că senzorul 
fibros este capabil să sesizeze deformațiile reduse suferite până la rupere (mai mici de 2.5%) pentru 
că face parte integrantă din ranfortul țesut. Inserarea unui astfel de senzor fibros piezorezistiv în 
ranfort în timpul țeserii prezintă avantajele unui cost redus pentru procedeele de monitorizare in-situ 
a pieselor compozite. 

În ultima parte a lucrării este prezentat planul de dezvoltare a carierei profesionale universitare, cu 
privire la viitoarele activități științifice și didactice ale autoarei.  
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(i)  Articles constituting the habilitation thesis 

This is a survey of the main results constituting the habilitation thesis, based on the following papers:  

1. Nauman, S., Cristian, I., Geometrical modelling of orthogonal/layer-to-layer woven interlock 
carbon reinforcement (2015), JOURNAL OF THE TEXTILE INSTITUTE (ISSN: 0040-5000), Vol. 
106, nr. 7/2015, p. 725-735 (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, IF/2015 = 1,128, ranked 
Q1 in ISI domain Material Science, Textiles). 

2. Nauman, S., Cristian, I., Boussu, F., Geometrical modelling of angle warp interlock fabrics 
(2012), JOURNAL OF THE TEXTILE INSTITUTE (ISSN: 0040-5000), Vol. 103, nr. 7, p. 766-776 
(indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, IF/2012 = 0,725, ranked Q2 in ISI domain Materials 
Science, Composites). 

3. Boussu, F., Cristian, I., Nauman, S., General definition of 3D warp interlock fabric architecture 
(2015), COMPOSITES PART B: ENGINEERING (ISSN:1359-8368), Vol. 81, Nov. 2015, p. 171–
188 (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, IF/2015 = 3,850, ranked Q1 in ISI domain 
Material Science, Composites). 

4. Cristian, I., Nauman, S., Boussu, F., Koncar, V., A study of strength transfer from tow to 
textile composite using different reinforcement architectures (2012), APPLIED COMPOSITE 
MATERIALS (ISSN: 0929-189X), Vol. 19 nr. 3-4, p. 427 - 442 (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of 
Science, IF/2012 = 1,048, ranked Q2 in ISI domain Material Science, Composites). 

5. Alubel Abtew, M., Boussu, F., Bruniaux, P., Loghin, C., Cristian, I., Chen, Y., Wang,  L., 
Influences of fabric density on mechanical and moulding behaviours of 3D warp interlock para-
aramid fabrics for soft body armour application (2018), COMPOSITE STRUCTURES (ISSN: 0263-
8223), Vol. 204, 15 Nov. 2018, p. 402-418, (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, IF/2018 = 
4,829, ranked Q1 in ISI domain Material Science, Composites). 

6. Nauman, S., Cristian, I*., Koncar, V., Intelligent carbon fibre composite based on 3D - 
interlock woven reinforcement (2012) - TEXTILE RESEARCH JOURNAL (TEXT RES J, ISSN: 
0040-5175), vol. 82 nr. 9, iunie 2012, pp. 931-944 (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, 
IF/2012 = 1,135, ranked Q2 in ISI domain Materials Science, Textiles).  
*corresponding author 

7. Nauman, S., Lapeyronnie, P., Cristian, I., Boussu, F., Koncar, V., On-line measurement of 
structural deformations in composites (2011), IEEE SENSORS JOURNAL (IEEE SENS J, ISSN: 
1530-437X), Vol. 11, nr. 6, iun. 2011, p. 1329-1336 (indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science, 
IF/2011 = 1,520, ranked Q2 in ISI domain Instruments&Instrumentation).  

8. Nauman, S., Cristian, I*., Koncar, V., Simultaneous application of fibrous piezoresistive sensors 
for compression and traction detection in glass laminate composites (2011), SENSORS 
(SENSORS-BASEL, ISSN: 1424-8220), nr. 11, oct. 2011, p. 9478-9498 (indexed ISI Thomson, 
Web of Science, IF /2011 = 1,739, ranked Q1 in ISI domain Instruments&Instrumentation). 
DOI: 10.3390/s111009478; WOS:000296577000022. 
*corresponding author 

9. Nauman S, Cristian I, Boussu F and Koncar V. (2013), Smart textiles for the protection of 
armoured vehicles, chapter in „Smart textiles for protection’’, Woodhead - UK, p. 306-337, 
(indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science). 

10. Cristian, I., Nauman, S., Cochrane, C, and Koncar, V. (2011), „Electro-Conductive Sensors and 
Heating Elements Based on Conductive Polymer Composites in Woven Structures” – chapter in 
„Advances in modern woven fabrics technology”, InTech – Open access Publishing Comp., 
Croatia, 2011, ISBN: 978-953-307-337-8, p. 3-22. (Indexed ISI Thomson, Web of Science). 
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(ii)  Candidate’s national and international experience in the sphere 
of the topic “3D-Warp Interlock High-Performance Woven 
Fabrics” 

The author of this thesis is Associate Professor in the Department of Engineering and Design of Textile 
Products at the Faculty of Industrial Design and Business Management of TUIASI. She has 26 years’ 
experience of teaching and research in the field of Woven Fabrics Structure and Design. She obtained 
her PhD in Industrial Engineering in 2003, with a thesis on the development of the procedures of 
diversifying the woven fabrics structure (“Research regarding the development of diversification 
methods of woven fabrics structure, correlated with technical possibilities”). 

After obtaining the doctoral degree, the research of the author mainly focused on the 
sphere of 3D interlock fabrics woven with carbon/glass/aramid yarns used as reinforcement for high-
performance composite materials, with emphases on the following topics: 

§ Geometrical modelling and definition of 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics. 

§ The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-interlock fabrics 
woven with high-performance yarns. 

§ Intelligent composites reinforced with 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics with embedded 
sensors. 

The research activity of the author materialized in 13 books and chapters in books printed in national 
and international publishing companies, more than 100 scientific articles and papers in journals and 
conferences (35 in ISI indexed journals and volumes). She has taken part as project manager or team 
member in accomplishing of 35 scientific research contracts: 8 at international level (Arcus, FP7, 
Erasmus Mundus), 16 at national level (ANCS, CNCSIS, CEEX, PNCD II, POS-DRU) and 11 industry 
contracts. 

Research projects related to the field of 3D warp interlock fabrics woven with high 
performance yarns: 

International research projects: 

• Optimisation des caractéristiques mécaniques des structures tissées multi-couches interlock, 
individual research grant, individual research grant with international call for applicants 
financed by AUF (Agence Universitaire de la Francophonie), undertaken at ENSAIT (Ecole 
Nationale Superieure des Arts et Industries Textiles), Roubaix – France, 2008 – 2009 (Cristian 
I. - Director) 

• Sustainable management and Design for Textiles (SMDTex), 532704-1-FR-2012-1-ERA 
MUNDUS-EMJD 2012-2017 (Cristian I. - member of Association Coordination Committee and 
co-supervisor for 2 PhD theses in the domain of 3D interlock woven fabrics: SMDTex-2016-6: 
3D design process of clothing for women applied in corsetry and ballistic protection using 3D 
warp interlock fabrics and SMDTex-2016-43: Protective garment for pregnant women against 
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non-ionizing radiation using textile electromagnetic-shield, from electro-conductive hybrid 
yarns) 

• Implementation of sensors directly in 3D composite structure, able to evaluate the micro 
damages in a real time during utilisation - ARCUS NORD – PAS DE CALAIS /PECO Project, 
Univ. Lille Nord of France, 2009 - 2010 (Cristian I. - team member). 

The author proposed a project within the national competition PN III PED2016 titled ”High 
performance Impact Attenuator made of intelligent composite materials reinforced with 3D woven 
fabrics with embedded fibrous sensors” which obtained a score of 90 out of 100 possible points. While 
this was a good score it was insufficient to be declared winner – an updated project formulated with 
an industrial partner was proposed for PN III PED 2019. 

Books in the field of 3D warp interlock fabrics woven with high performance yarns: 

• Nauman S, Cristian I., Boussu F and Koncar V. (2013), Intelligent textiles for armoured 
vehicles, chapter in „Smart textiles for protection’’, Woodhead - UK, p. 306-337 

• Nauman S., Cristian I., Boussu F., Koncar V. (2013), Piezoresistive fibrous sensor for on-line 
structural health monitoring of composites, chapter in “Smart sensors for industrial 
applications”, CRC Press - Taylor&Francis Group SUA, p. 455-469. 

• Cristian, I., Nauman, S., Cochrane, C, and Koncar, V. (2011), Electro-Conductive Sensors 
and Heating Elements Based on Conductive Polymer Composites in Woven Structures, chapter 
in „Advances in modern woven fabrics technology”, InTech, Croatia. 

Other publications in the field of high-performance 3D woven fabrics: 

• Toghchi, M.J, Loghin, C., Cristian, I., Campagne, C. Bruniaux, P., Cayla, A., Lucano, N., Chen, 
Y. (2019), The Effects of Structural Parameters of 3D Warp Interlock Woven Fabrics with 
Silver-based Hybrid Yarns on Electromagnetic Shielding Behavior (2019), Textile Research 
Journal on 04.11.2019, ranked Q1 in ISI domain Material Science, Textiles), IF/2018 = 
1,54, on-line first, https://doi.org/10.1177/0040517519890624 

• Alubel Abtew, M., Boussu, F., Bruniaux, P., Loghin, C., Cristian, I., Engineering of 3D warp 
interlock p-aramid fabric structure and its energy absorption capabilities against ballistic 
impact for body armour applications (2019), Composite Structures (ISSN: 0263-8223), Volume 
225, 1 Oct. 2019, article no. UNSP111179, (ranked Q1 in ISI domain Material Science, 
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Introduction 
The weaving process can be used to produce 2D and 3D textile reinforcements for composites. In 2D 
fabrics the constituent yarns are disposed in one plane. A single-layer warp and weft (i.e. two sets of 
yarns) are used to carry out the weaving process. In 3D fabrics the constituent yarns are disposed in 
three mutually perpendicular plane relationships and multiple systems of warp are interlaced with 
multiple systems of weft.  

Warp-interlock woven fabrics are 3D woven fabrics with multiple systems of weft interlaced with 
multiple systems of warp: in Fig. 1, an example with aramid/PET yarns is presented. 

 

a) upper view 

 

b) transversal view 

Fig. 1 - 3D warp-interlock woven fabric 

The warp and weft systems in a 3D warp-interlock will not constitute distinct layers of simple weaves, 
the number of warp systems being often different from the number of weft systems. According to 
the orientation of binder warp yarns, 3D- warp-interlock woven structures can be classified into angle 
interlock and orthogonal interlock, or into through-the-thickness and layer-to-layer, if the penetration 
depth of binding is considered (Fig. 2). 
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a) Orthogonal/layer-to-layer 3D warp-interlock woven fabric 

           

b) Orthogonal/through-the-thickness 3D warp interlock woven fabric 

         

c) Angle/layer-to-layer 3D warp-interlock woven fabric 

  

d) Angle/through the thickness 3D warp-interlock woven fabric 
 

Fig. 3. The main classes of 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics 
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Using 3D warp-interlock as reinforcement in composites provides enhanced delamination resistance, 
impact resistance, damage tolerance and dimensional stability compared to traditional 2D-textile 
reinforcements (Chang et al., 2011). In laminated composites (containing superposed layers of 2D 
reinforcements), delamination is the main failure mode under impulsive loading/impact. The layers in 
3D textile composites are structurally bound together at the weaving stage and as a result are 
characterised by better through-thickness properties as many reinforcing yarns exist in the through-
thickness direction (Güemes et al., 2018). 3D-reinforced composites are characterized by ease of 
fabrication via near-net-shape design and manufacturing of composite preforms, thus minimizing the 
need for cutting and joining parts (Sun, 2018). 

This thesis summarises the main research findings of the author carried after being awarded the 
doctoral degree, in the sphere of using 3D carbon fibre woven fabrics as reinforcement for high-
performance composite materials. The paper is structured in four chapters which present the research 
findings of the author in the field of 3D woven reinforcements for composite structures, with a focus 
on the following: 

§ Geometrical modelling and contribution to the definition of 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics. 
§ The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-interlock carbon 

woven fabrics.  
§ The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp interlock aramid 

woven fabrics. 
§ Intelligent carbon fibre composites reinforced with 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics with 

embedded sensors. 

In 1st Chapter – “Geometrical modelling and contribution to the definition of 3D warp-interlock woven 
fabrics”, new geometrical models of orthogonal/layer to layer and angle warp-interlock weaves are 
presented, based on elements of Pierce theory adapted for 3D woven structures. Depending on 
specific structural parameters of interlock fabrics such as the number of layers, binding depth, yarn 
densities, yarn cross sectional dimensions, new formulae for yarn crimp calculus have been elaborated 
for orthogonal/layer to layer structures. The model was tested against experimental data for 
carbon/glass interlock fabrics. For angle warp-interlock structures, the model requires tow and weaver 
data as input and gives fabric thickness, warp and weft crimp angle, areal weight and fibre volume 
fraction as outputs. In order to validate the model, three angle warp interlock woven reinforcements 
were woven on a conventional loom using carbon multifilament tows in warp and glass multifilament 
tows in weft. 

Results obtained show that the modelling approach can be successfully applied to calculate necessary 
fabric geometry parameters from minimum number of manufacturer and weaver data.  

Based on prior in-depth knowledge of the geometry of this class of woven fabrics, a new general 
definition of a 3D warp interlock fabric has been proposed to better describe the position of the 
several yarns located inside the 3D warp-interlock woven structure. Having this new definition of 3D 
warp interlock fabric, unskilled scientists in the weaving technology can use them to better define 
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their architecture and probably help them to make a clear distinction between their different 
parameters. 

In 2nd Chapter, titled “The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp-
interlock carbon woven fabrics”, an experimental and analytical approach of designing carbon fibres 
composites with the predetermined ultimate strength is presented. In order to better understand the 
phenomena of transfer of tensile properties from a yarn to the composite, intermediate phases of 
composite manufacturing have also been taken into account and tensile properties of tows taken from 
the loom and the woven reinforcements have also been tested. Process of transfer of mechanical 
properties of raw materials to the final product (composite) depends on various structural factors. 
Here the influence of weave structure, which ultimately influences crimp has been studied. A strength 
transfer coefficient has been proposed which helps in estimating the influence of architectural 
parameters on 3D woven composites.  

3 woven interlock reinforcements were woven with carbon yarns to form composites. The coefficients 
of strength transfer yarn/interlock reinforcement/composite were calculated for these three variants. 
The structural parameters were kept the same for the three reinforcements except for the weave 
structure. In was found that the phenomenon of strength transfer from tow to composite is negatively 
influenced by the crimp. The strength transfer coefficients had higher values for dry reinforcements 
and afterwards, due to resin impregnation, the values drop. It was found that strength transfer 
coefficients in weft direction increase gradually with the decreasing crimp amplitude in the warp 
direction the collimation and compression of weft tows gradually decreases. 

Chapter 3 - ”The influence of structural parameters on mechanical properties of 3D warp interlock 
aramid woven fabrics” presents the results on influences of fabric density on the tensile and bending 
behaviours of 3D orthogonal warp interlock fabrics, studied on four types of 3D woven fabrics made 
of 168 tex p-aramid Kevlar yarns. It was found that bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics with 
higher fabric areal density presented higher values than low fabric areal density. For example, even 
though one variant shows higher weft density but lower fabric areal density than other, it possesses 
lower bending rigidity in weft direction. Besides, the average bending curvature of the preform 
showed sharp bending curve with a reduced angle as the density of the yarn increases in the same 
bending direction.  Moreover, the fabric becomes very stiff and faces resistant to bend in the higher 
yarn density direction. The results indicated that the tensile strength of 3D warp interlock fabric was 
influenced by the yarn densities in the respective directions. As the yarn density in their respective 
warp or/and weft directions increases, maximum tensile load with maximum strain also increases in 
specific directions. 

In the domain of composites, a major worldwide trend is the development of “smart composite 
materials”, with self-sensing proprieties. These are used in monitoring structural parameters during 
tests or usage (Sezgin and Berkalp, 2018). Fibrous sensors embedded in the textile reinforcement are 
designed to send precise data about loads that the part is subjected to.  
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In Chapter 4 - “Intelligent composites reinforced with warp interlock woven fabrics with embedded 
sensors” a new approach of on-line Structural Health Monitoring using fibrous sensors inserted inside 
3D woven-interlock composite reinforcements is presented. A flexible piezoresistive fibrous sensor 
has been developed and optimized for in situ structural deformation sensing in composites reinforced 
with 3D interlock fabric woven with carbon yarns. The sensors were inserted as weft in woven 
reinforcement during the weaving process. The multi-layered nature of 3D interlock woven structures 
allows the placement of the sensors into the thickness direction, in a key position for sensing 
deformations in the reinforcement and composite. The reinforcement was then impregnated in epoxy 
resin and was later subjected to quasi-static tensile loading and bending. An appropriate data 
acquisition module has been developed and used for data acquisition and its further treatment. 

It was found that the sensor is able to detect deformations in the composite structure until rupture 
as it was inserted together with reinforcing tows (finding even very small elongations of less than 
2.5%) The results obtained for carbon composite specimens under standard testing conditions have 
validated in situ monitoring concept using our fibrous textile sensors. Embedding such an intelligent 
piezoresistive sensor inside the reinforcement during the weaving process is the most convenient and 
cost-effective way of insertion of a sensor for structural health monitoring. 
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Geometrical Modelling and Contribution to the Definition of 
3D Warp-Interlock Woven Fabrics 
Ever since the pioneering work by Peirce (1947) on the geometry of woven structures, there has been 
a flurry of studies on different aspects of fabric geometry. This is partly because of the fact that 
fundamental properties of these fabrics can be altered by engineering their geometry (Backer, 1948). 
In the years to follow, a lot of researchers have contributed by devising useful geometrical models of 
different types of simple fabrics (Hamilton, 1964; Leaf, 1955; Love, 1954). Importance of 
understanding geometry is twofold in case of such reinforcements used to fabricate high- 
performance composites for critical applications in aerospace, transport and sports industries (Dash, 
2013; Bilisik et al., 2013; Lomov, 2000; Lomov et al., 2001(a); Lomov, 2001(b); Padaki et al., 2010; 
Seyam, 2013; Stig, 2013; Zeng, 2014). In order to be able to better understand and predict the 
properties of a composite, it is critical that fibre volume fraction and crimp amplitude of the 
reinforcement be determined beforehand (Nauman et al., 2012). A large body of recent research in 
the area of composite materials is geared towards developing reliable models for multilayer 3D 
reinforcements for predicting their mechanical performance (Dash et al., 2013; Stig et al., 2013; Zeng 
et al., 2014). Geometrical modelling approach applied at mesostructural level coupled with certain 
weaving parameters known to textile technologists can be employed to formulate a geometrical model 
of the multilayer reinforcement (Dixit & Mali, 2013).  
Many different weaving techniques can be employed to weave 3D multilayer interlock structures both 
on specialized (Gokarneshan & Alagirusamy, 2009; Khokar, 1996, 2001; Mohamed, 2008) and 
conventional looms (Chiu & Cheng, 2003; Yi & Ding, 2004). As expected, geometries of the reinforced 
manufactured through these different processes are strongly dependent on the production route 
adopted. Keeping in view the complexity of these multilayer structures, it is not surprising that their 
geometrical models tend to adopt simplified tow paths and cross-sections (Buchanan et al., 2009; 
Quinn et al., 2001; Quinn et al., 2003; Wu, 2009). There is no doubt that these idealizations are a 
source of error in model results for fibre volume fraction (Buchanan et al., 2009; Quinn et al., 2001).  
It is conjectured that one way of going around this is to develop geometrical models which have 
certain technological correspondence with the manufacturing parameters as they have profound 
effect on the final geometry of the woven architecture. Another novel feature is that this modelling 
approach takes into account the evolution of geometry that occurs as a tow is incorporated inside the 
structure during weaving.  
This chapter presents a new geometrical modelling approach which predicts all the necessary 
geometrical parameters for orthogonal and multilayer angle warp interlock weaves. This modelling 
approach is capable of describing more realistic multilayer interlock fabric geometries when compared 
to the existing fabric models (Nauman, Cristian & Boussu, 2009; Nauman & Cristian, 2015). Based on 
the in-depth study of the geometry of warp interlock fabrics, a new general definition of a 3D warp 
interlock fabric has been proposed to better describe the position of the several yarns located inside 
the 3D woven structure (Boussu, Cristian & Nauman, 2015). 
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1.1 DEVELOPMENT OF MODELLING APPROACH 

The microscale geometry of tows i.e. the arrangement of filaments inside a tow determine the 
mesoscale geometry of tows inside the fabric. The arrangement of filaments inside the tow undergoes 
considerable change from bobbin to fabric. The weaving parameters such as the relative density of 
warp and weft tows (tows/cm), weave design of the fabric and number of layers determine the 
geometry of tow inside the fabric. As the density of weft tows (tows/cm) increases or decreases when 
compared to warp tows, the crimp amplitude and, thus, the cross-section of tows undergo an 
evolution. With the increase in weft density, the crimp in weft tows increases considerably while the 
warp tows having lower density lose their crimp. Here, this phenomenon is termed as crimp 
interchange. Crimp interchange governs the crimp geometry of warp and weft tows inside a fabric. 
For a given weave structure as the crimp in one group of yarns (e.g. warp) increases, the crimp in 

the second group (i.e. weft) decreases (Chinciu, 
1998). The maximum theoretical crimp in the 
direction of warp yarns Cmax(warp) thus implies 
minimum crimp in the weft direction (or straight 
weft yarns) and vice versa. Thus, two crimp 
geometries namely Cmax(warp) and Cmax(weft) can be 
defined. In order to develop a modelling approach, 
it has been conjectured that the cross-section of 
tows also depends upon the crimp amplitude of the 
tow. Maximum crimp in one group implies lenticular 
cross-section of the other group, whereas, minimum 
crimp in one group implies non-lenticular cross-
section of the other group. This is because of the 
compression forces causing compaction of filaments 
inside these tows. When this undulation is absent 
the result is non-lenticular cross-section. 
Various different 3D interlock architectures were 
woven using different weaving parameters and are 
shown in Figure 1.1-(a)-(i). 
  

Figure 1.1 (a) Cross-sectional image of eight-layer interlock having maximum crimp in weft direction Cmax (weft) – 
Longitudinal section (Nauman et al., 2012). (b) Cross-sectional image of eight-layer interlock having Maximum crimp in 

weft direction Cmax (weft) – Transversal section (Nauman et al., 2012). (c) Cross-sectional image of layer-to-layer 
interlock having intermediate crimp in weft direction – Longitudinal section. (d) Cross-sectional image of layer-to-layer 

interlock having intermediate crimp in warp direction – Transversal section. (e) Cross-sectional image of three-layer, layer-
to-layer interlock having Maximum crimp in weft direction – Transversal section. (f) Cross-sectional image of three-layer, 
layer-to-layer interlock having Maximum crimp in weft direction – Transversal section. (g) Cross-sectional image of three-
layer, layer-to-layer interlock having Minimum crimp in warp direction – Longitudinal section. (h) Cross-sectional image of 
13-layer, layer-to-layer interlock having Minimum crimp in warp direction – Longitudinal section. (i) Cross-sectional image 
of layer-to-layer interlock – Nearly rectangular cross-section of carbon tows in warp due to absence of crimp in weft tows 
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It has been observed that cross-sectional evolution (Figure 1.2) 
from non-lenticular to lenticular is directly related to the crimp 
geometry (Figure 1.1 - (a)-(i)) (Nauman et al., 2012). By defining 
Cmax(warp) and Cmax(weft), and the cross-sections associated with it, 
two limits of the crimp geometries can be established. Identifying 
a fabric on the continuum between Cmax(warp) and Cmax(weft) will be 
helpful in the modelling of its geometry. Such a conception of 
geometry will also help in modelling a structure according to the 
requirements of the composite reinforcement i.e. according to the 
fibre volume fraction in warp or weft directions.  

Different classifications of warp interlaced 3D interlock structures 
have been proposed. According to the orientation of binder warp 
yarns, 3D-solid woven structures can be classified into angle 
interlock and orthogonal interlock, or into through-the-thickness 
and layer-to-layer, if the penetration depth of binding is 
considered. Consequently, 3D solid warp-interlock woven fabrics 
can be classified into four types (Figure 1.3): 

• Angle interlock/Through-the-thickness binding 

• Angle interlock/Layer-to-layer binding 

• Orthogonal interlock/Through-the-thickness binding 

• Orthogonal interlock/Layer-to-layer binding 

 

The crimp angle, crimp amplitude and frequency depend upon 
the two geometrical factors called “step’” and “depth”. 

Step refers to yarn movement in horizontal direction i.e. the 
number of weft yarns between two consecutive interlacements 
of the warp yarn with the same layer. Step determines crimp 
frequency.  

Depth refers to yarn movement in vertical axis i.e. the number 
of layers that an interlocking yarn penetrates. It determines 
crimp amplitude. 

  

Figure 1.2 Evolution of tow cross 
sections with crimp. (A) Cross sections 
of warp and weft tows in Cmax(warp); (B) 
Cross sections of warp and weft tows 

in Cmax(weft) 

Figure 1.3 (a) Orthogonal/ Layer to layer binding (x=1, y < ℓ); (b) 
Orthogonal/ Layer to layer binding (x =2, y < ℓ);(c) Orthogonal/Through 
the thickness binding (x=1, y = ℓ); (d) Angle/Layer to layer binding (x=5, 

y < ℓ);(e) Angle/Through the thickness binding (x=5, y = ℓ) 
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An interlock fabric can be designed/ conceived to correspond to one of the four classes. Each of the 
four classes can be defined in terms of step “x”, depth “y’” and the number of layers “ℓ’” (which is 
considered as the number of weft tow systems), as described in Table 1.1, where x, y and ℓ are 
positive integers and ℓ ≥ 3, as interlocks can only be woven when number of weft layers is greater 
than 2 (Figure 1.3). “Limtech.” refers to the technological limit of loom type i.e. the maximum value of 
step “x’” for a given value of depth “y”, that a certain loom type (dobby or jacquard) permits. 

Table 1.1 Step and depth in different classes of interlocks 

In fact, in the literature, the number of layers of an interlock structure have not been explicitly defined 
but we will consider that a single weft tow system constitutes a single layer.  

  

1.2 GEOMETRY OF MULTIFILAMENT TOW 

Initial geometry of multifilament tow: In the case of a multifilament tow taken directly from a 
bobbin, the initial geometry can be approximated as rectangular (Figure 1.4) which gets compacted 
inside the fabric due to compaction forces acting on the tow due to interlacements.  

In order to calculate the initial rectangular geometry of the tow, two sets of parameters may be 
defined: known and calculated parameters. 

Known parameters: K = Number of filaments in the tow; L = width of tow measured directly from 
the bobbin; df = diameter of a single filament. 

Calculated parameters: n = No of filaments lying next to each other in each level = L/df; m = No of 
levels of filaments; l = Thickness of rectangular 
tow = m × df.  

Since K = m × n; afil. = cross-sectional area of 
each filament = π(df/2)2; Acarbon = area of all 
carbon filaments in the tow = K × af; Arectangular 
= area of rectangular tow section = L × l.  

  Layer to Layer  Through the Thickness 

  Step (x) Depth (y)  Step (x) Depth (y) 
Orthogonal  1 ≤ x ≤ Limtech. 2 ≤ y < ℓ  1 ≤ x ≤ Limtech. y = ℓ 
Angle  1 < x ≤ Limtech. 2 ≤ y < ℓ  1 < x ≤ Limtech. y = ℓ 

Figure 1.4 (a) Initial rectangular geometry of the tow coming 
from bobbin with filaments arranged parallel to one another; 

(b) Filament cross section inside a tow 
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Final geometry of multifilament tow: The multifilament tows get compacted in the woven fabric 
(Figure 1.5-a). This compaction causes their initial dimensions, and geometry to change. Carbon and 
glass tows generally become lenticular or half lenticular (Figure 1.5-b and 1.5-c) due to the specific 
crimp geometry of the warp and weft tows, their mutual interaction and particularly due to the lack 
of twist. 

From the observations and measurements made on photomicrographs of interlock woven fabrics, it 
was found that the initial width (L) of the tow decreases to final width (w) while initial thickness (l) 
increases to final thickness (t) inside the fabric due to compaction. Compaction factor (C.F.) can be 
defined for warp tows in width and thickness direction as follows: 

𝐶. 𝐹. (𝑤) = (𝐿	– 	𝑤) 𝐿⁄ 	 (1.1) 

𝐶. 𝐹. (𝑡) = (𝑙	– 	𝑡) 𝑙⁄ (1.2) 

Knowing the compaction factor for particular weave architecture, the tow geometries can be easily 
determined which can be used to model the geometry of the 3D interlock fabrics. 

 

1.3 GEOMETRICAL MODELLING OF ORTHOGONAL WARP INTERLOCK 
WOVEN FABRICS 

From Table 1.1 it can be deduced that step “x’” and depth “y”, for any interlock 3D woven fabric lie 
in the following range 

1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567; 																												2 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ ℓ,𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒	ℓ	  

For any tow having binding depth “y”, the sum of two crimp amplitudes hwp and hwft can be described 
mathematically as a function of y and thickness of warp and weft tows; twp and twft. 

Cmax(wp) (Figure 1.6-a and 1.6-b) and Cmax(wft) (Figure 1.6-c and 1.6-d) are two extreme geometries 
which correspond to maximum crimp in warp and weft directions respectively and can be given 
mathematically as  

3³

Figure 1.5 Compacted or final geometry of a multifilament tow inside a fabric. 
(a) Tow cross section being compacted into lenticular form by the tensions T; 
(b) Lenticular Cross section of a tow; (c) Half lenticular cross section of a tow 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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: ;   

: ;   

ywp and ywft are the depths of warp and weft tows respectively 

and             

The phenomenon of crimp interchange between warp and weft tows implies that at any instant the 
sum of crimps in warp and weft directions remains constant, thus the sum of two crimps 
corresponding to any geometry lying in between the two extreme configurations can be given as; 

                                                      (1.3) 

It was evident that crimp amplitude in the longitudinal direction in a fabric is inversely proportional 
to thread density in the transverse direction and vice versa. Thus the relationship between crimp 
amplitudes hwp and hwft, interblock displacements of warp and weft blocks I.D.wp and I.D.wft 

respectively (Blocks refer to as the vertical columns of tows placed one over another while interblock 
displacement is the horizontal, center to center distance between two successive vertical columns of 
tows, refer to figures 1.6-a and c), warp and weft densities per layer Pwp and Pwft respectively, is given 
as: 

     (1.4) 

Thus, from mathematical relations 1.3 and 1.4 we have 
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Figure 1.6 (a) Transversal view of Cmax(warp) ; (b) Longitudinal view of Cmax(warp); (c) Longitudinal 
view of Cmax(weft); (d) Transversal view of Cmax(weft) 
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These two general formulae can be used to calculate crimp amplitudes of warp and weft tows inside 
an orthogonally interlaced layer to layer interlock fabric having same depth “y” for all the warp and 
weft tows. 

1.3.1 Extreme geometries 

In Figure 1.6, two extreme geometries of 3-layer warp interlock fabric having layer-to-layer/ 
orthogonal structure have been described. These extreme configurations refer to two geometries 
Cmax(warp) and Cmax(weft) when either of the two groups (warp or weft) is straight and the other one has 
maximum crimp (Table 1.2). 

Table 1.2 Extreme geometry configurations 

1.3.2 Limiting conditions 

It is being assumed that all warp and weft threads just touch each other and there is no 
interpenetration or deformation in warp and weft threads. Thus, it can be deduced that while the 
warp and weft exchange crimp (Figure 1.6.(a)-(d), the sum of the crimp amplitudes for warp and 
weft in any geometrical configuration cannot exceed the following limits: 

     (1.5) 

     (1.6) 

1.3.3 Calculation of crimp amplitudes 

From (1.4) we know that: 
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                                                         (1.7) 

From equations (1.5) and (1.7): 
 

Thus  

     (1.8) 

Similarly solving equations (1.5) and (1.8) for hwft(1): 

     (1.9) 

Thus, employing the limiting conditions described in equations 5 and 6, crimp amplitudes of all the 
warp and weft threads can be determined using relations (1.8) and (1.9).  

1.3.4 Crimp Geometry 

The crimp geometry has been proposed for the 
lenticular cross sections of the warp and weft tows. 
The transversal and longitudinal views are shown in 
figure 1.7-a and 1.7-b respectively. The proposed 
approach helps in establishing mathematical formulae 
for the calculation of essential parameters required 
for an adequate geometrical description of 3D 
weaves. 

Length of the lenticular segment of the tow (which 
refers to the length of segments AB and CD in Figure 
1.8 can be calculated from 

 (1.10) 
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Following formulae derived from figures 1.7-a and -b can be used for the geometries having lenticular 
cross sections of warp and weft tows, lying in between the two extreme cases Cmax(warp) and Cmax(weft)  

    (1.11) 

where  and  

    (1.12) 

where  and  

     (1.13) 

where  and  

= crimp angle for weft tow (weft 1) that stays in its layer 

= crimp angle for weft tow (weft 2) that binds two layers 

Length of straight segments can be calculated from: 

     (1.14) 

     (1.15) 
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     (1.16) 

Length of tow in the unit cell 

     (1.17) 

Therefore, volume of the tow in the unit cell is 

                           (1.18) 

1.3.5 Equations of straight and lenticular wrapping segments: 

The equation of the straight segment BC (Figure 1.8) can be described as 

;             (1.19) 

Where  &  

Where slope of the straight segment can be calculated as follows depending upon the case: 

 

 

 

The equation of the lenticular wrapping segments AB and CD (Figure 1.8) can be given by the 
following equation within the limits of x and y coordinates: 

,    (1.20) 

where                                      AB:  &  

CD:  &  

1.3.6 Experimental procedure 

Orthogonal/layer-to-layer interlock woven architectures were produced and analysed using optical 
microscopy. Number of layers was varied by weaving 3-layer, 8-layer and 13-layer interlocks. All of 
these fabrics were woven using single- and double-weft insertion. These samples were woven using 
200tex (6K) carbon multifilament tows in warp, while in the weft 320 tex (having 821 filaments in the 
cross-section) glass multifilament tows were used. 

Optical microscope was used to measure the fabric parameters both on the surface of dry fabrics and 
also on the cross-sectional images of resin-impregnated samples. 
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Since compression conditions vary in a fabric, the 
measurements made on warp tows on the surface are 
considerably different from those made on cross-sections 
of warp tows inside the fabric (Figure 1.9). 

General trend for 3- and 8-layer woven fabrics shows that 
the warp tows tend to be flatter on the surface of the 
fabric. Thirteen-layer fabric does not follow the same 
trend but the difference in tow width as measured on the 
surface and inside the fabric is not very significant. The 
reason for higher tow widths inside the fabric might be the 
stacking of a large number of layers on one another and 
their lateral compression causing the tows to become flatter 
inside the fabric. 

Comparison of three multilayer fabrics woven using single- 
and double-weft insertion reveal a correlation between the 
compaction of warp tow and the linear density of weft tow. 
Figure 1.10 shows that warp tows under the compaction 
force of double wefts are flatter than those interlaced with 
single-weft tows. Degree of flatness of tows also increases 
with the number of layers. This is because of the 
compactness of structure and stacking of layers one over 
another. 

The compaction factors were also calculated for warp tows 
using formulae (1.1) and (1.2). Results are compared for 
three interlock architectures in Figure 1.11.  

Again, due to flatness imparted on tows by increasing the 
number of layers, the compaction factor decreases as the 
number of layers is increased from 3 to 13. It was revealed 
that the compaction factors in the width direction for three 
interlock weaves do not vary much while in the thickness 
direction, there is marked variation. Compaction factor for 
three-layer interlock is high in the negative direction 
(−145%) which signifies more than twofold increase in 
thickness of warp tow. For 8- and 13-layer interlock, the 
compaction factor values in thickness direction are 33 and 
47%, respectively. The anomalous value of compaction 
factor in thickness direction for three-layer interlock might 
be because six interlock fabrics of three layers each were 
woven at a time one on top of the other. This means that 

Figure 1.9 Comparison of warp tow width 
measured on the surface and inside the fabric 

Figure 1.10 Warp tow width measured in mm 
on surface of different 3D woven fabrics 

woven using single- and double-weft insertion. 

Figure 1.11 Compaction factors (%) in widith 
and thickness directions in 3D interlock fabrics 

Figure 1.12 Variation of fabric thickness, warp 
tow width and thickness with the number of 

layers 
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in fact, 18 layers were woven on the loom. Among 18 layers, 
each of the three was interlocked so as to form six interlock 
fabrics having three layers each. 

Figure 1.12 demonstrates the variation of fabric thickness, 
warp tow width and thickness with the number of layers of 
interlock structure. As the number of layers and thus the 
thickness of the fabric is increased, the warp tow width 
inside the fabric increases as it flattens under the pressure 
of stacking layers while thickness of warp tow generally 
shows decreasing trend. 

It was found that the measured and calculated values of crimp percentages are nearly the same with 
error percentage for each of the woven fabric not exceeding 2.88% (Figure 1.13).  

This difference is quite negligible especially keeping in view the difficulty in precise crimp 
measurements when the tows are removed from the fabric and the influence of number of samples 
and initial sample length on results obtained. 

1.4 GEOMETRICAL MODELLING OF ANGLE WARP INTERLOCK FABRICS 

A geometrical model has been developed for multilayer angle warp interlock fabrics woven from 
multifilament tows in which reorganization of filaments is possible under compaction described above. 
As discussed earlier, in such fabrics the tow geometry and crimp are inextricably interrelated and 
depend on one another. Due to this reason it is imperative that cross sectional shape of warp and 
weft tows be defined before calculating fabric geometry parameters. Specific shape functions should 
be assigned to warp and weft to define their cross sections inside the unit cell. Once these shape 
functions have been defined, we can proceed to calculate crimp in warp and weft. Crimp percentages 
and crimp angles can be used to calculate all the downstream fabric geometry parameters. 

When angle warp interlock weaves are conceived such that the warp binder goes through more than 
two layers of weft tows; as in through the thickness and intermediate thickness warp interlock 
structures, the stacking of weft tows one above the other implies that their crimp will be negligible. 
The warp binder in such fabrics is highly crimped as it penetrates several layers and interlocks them. 
The crimped warp applies compaction on weft while uncrimped weft is unable to apply such 
compaction on warp. As a result, weft becomes lenticular and the warp non lenticular in cross section. 

In the case of layer to layer, angle or orthogonal warp interlocks, the crimp in warp and weft depends 
upon relative fractional cover. Relative fractional cover for layer to layer warp interlocks can be 
defined as follows; 

             (1.21) 
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Where ewp and ewft are defined as warp and weft fractional cover respectively. For the description of 
related terms refer to Figure 1.14 Top view of the unit cell of a layer to layer warp interlock; definition 
of relative fractional cover. 

Widths of warp and weft tows; wwp and wwft are measured on the surface of the fabric. Swp and Swft 
are warp and weft tow spacing respectively which can also be measured on the surface of the fabric 
or can be determined prior to weaving from tow aspect ratios and tow densities.  

Relative fractional cover approaches to unity for completely 
balanced fabrics. For such fabrics both the warp and weft are 
crimped and thus apply compaction on one another. As a 
result, both the warp and weft tows can be assigned 
lenticular shape functions. On the other hand, very high or 
very low value of relative fractional cover signifies an 
unbalanced fabric. In such unbalanced fabrics either the 
warp or the weft is highly crimped while the other tow group 
has negligible crimp. Our observations have shown that for 
relative fractional cover as low as 0.6, both the warp and 
weft retain considerable crimp. For still lower values of 
relative fractional cover warp loses almost all the crimp and 
becomes straight while the weft becomes highly crimped. 

Having established the above premise a geometrical model 
can be developed based on our observations. As explained 
earlier this model requires the identification of warp and weft shape functions based on weaver data 
and an additional parameter; relative fractional cover in case of layer to layer warp interlocks which 
helps in determining the suitable shape functions for warp and weft tows inside such fabrics.  

Data provided by the tow manufacturer and the weaver data are used as model input. This data is 
used to model the unit cell of the preform. 

The output of the model or “calculated data” includes all the geometrical parameters including 
dimensions of the unit cell, warp and weft crimp percentages, areal weight and fiber volume fractions. 
The model input can be categorized as “tow data” and “weaver data”. In the following these have 
been enumerated. 

  

Figure 1.14 Top view of the unit cell of a layer 
to layer warp interlock; definition of relative 

fractional cover 
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Calculated parameters: 
Relative fractional cover: ψ 
Thickness of warp tow inside the fabric 
(mm):  

Thickness of weft tow inside the fabric (mm): 
 

Number of layers of warp tows: nwp 
Thickness of the fabric (mm): T 
Unit cell size in warp direction (mm):  

Unit cell size in weft direction (mm):  

Length per unit weight of warp (m/g):  

Length per unit weight of weft (m/g):  

Warp crimp angle (degrees):  

Weft crimp angle (degrees):  

Length of warp in the unit cell (mm):  

Length of weft in the unit cell (mm):  

Crimp in warp tows (%):  

 

Crimp in weft tows (%):  

Areal weight of warp tows (g/m2):  

Areal weight of weft tows (g/m2):  

Areal weight of the fabric (g/m2):  

Fractional mass of warp (%):  

Fractional mass of weft (%):  

Area of the unit cell (mm2):  

Mass of the unit cell (grams):  

Mass of warp in the unit cell (grams):  

Mass of weft in the unit cell (grams):  

Volume of warp in the unit cell (mm3): 
 

Volume of weft in the unit cell (mm3):  

Volume of the unit cell (mm3):  

Fibre volume fraction:  

Warp fibre volume fraction:  

Weft fibre volume fraction:   
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Tow data: 
Linear density of warp tows (g/km): Texwp 
Linear density of weft tows (g/km):  Texwft  
Aspect ratio of warp tows: ARwp 
Aspect ratio of weft tows: ARwft 

Width of warp tows (mm): wwp 
Width of weft tows (mm): wwft 

Packing factor for warp tows: PFwp  
Packing factor for weft tows: PFwft  
Density of warp fibres (g/m3):  ρwp 
Density of weft fibres (g/m3):  ρwft 

Weaver data: 
Warp tow spacing: Swp 
Weft tow spacing: Swft 
Number of warp tows in the unit cell: rwp
  
Number of weft tows in the unit cell: rwft 
Number of warp tows per cm: Pwp  
Number of weft tows per cm: Pwft   
Number of layers of weft tows: nwft 
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In order to calculate the tow dimensions inside a fabric, either aspect ratio for both the warp and 
weft tows; ARwp and ARwft or widths of these tows; wwp and wwft should be known. Packing factors for 
warp and weft tows; PFwp and PFwft, determine the actual fibrous content inside a multifilament tow. 
Here it will be assumed that 75% of the tow area consists of filaments. Once these parameters are 
known, following sets of formulae 1.22 or 1.23 can be used to calculate thicknesses of warp and weft 
tows inside the fabric. 

 (1.22) 

 

        (1.23) 

It is assumed that in a multilayer woven structure, weft tows are inserted one over another to obtain 
different layers. The warp tows stay in their vertical plane while following crimped trajectory to link 
different layers. From weaver specified weave design we know the number of layers of weft tows 
(nwft) which for a warp interlock weave is generally taken as the number of layers of the fabric. For 
any warp interlock fabric, number of layers of warp tows can be calculated as follows: 

                                                     (1.24) 

Having calculated number of layers of warp and 
weft tows and their respective thicknesses, 
thickness of the fabric “T” can be calculated 
using the following relation 

         (1.25) 

1.4.1 Crimp geometry 

The lengths of the unit cell LUC(wp) and LUC(wft) in 
the warp (Figure 1.15-a) and weft directions 
respectively (in mm) can be calculated from 
weaver specified data as follows: 

           (1.26) 

           (1.27) 
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In the case of fabric in which both the warp and weft tows are crimped and their cross sections are 
lenticular, following set of formulae can be used to calculate warp and weft crimp angles in degrees: 

   (1.28)        (1.29) 

From Figures 1.15-a and 1.15-b, it is obvious that inside a repeat unit cell each crimped warp and 
weft tow consists of two lenticular and two straight segments. The sum of these segments gives the 
length of the tow in the unit cell.  

Following set of formulae can be used to calculate lengths of crimped warp and weft tows inside a 
unit cell: 

   (1.30) 

   (1.31) 

In case of architectures where warp is straight i.e., , length of the warp tow in the unit cell 

can be calculated from the following modified formula: 

       (1.32) 

Similarly, when weft is straight i.e., , length of the weft tow in the unit cell can be calculated 

as follows: 

       (1.33) 

Once the dimensions of the unit cell i.e. LUC(wp) and LUC(wft), the lengths of the warp and weft tows 
inside the unit cell i.e. lwp(UC) and lwft(UC) are known, crimp percentages in respective tows can be 
calculated using the following formulae: 

  (1.34)          (1.35) 

Areal weight of the fabric can be calculated henceforth as follows: 

  (1.36)                  (1.37) 
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                                           (1.38) 

Fractional masses can be calculated from equations (1.39) and (2.30): 

  (1.39)         (1.40) 

Area of the unit cell (in mm2) can be calculated from the dimensions of the unit cell: 

                                      (1.41) 

Mass of the warp and weft tows (in grams) in the unit cell can be calculated by introducing the values 
of unit cell area as follows: 

  (1.42)       (1.43) 

Mass of the unit cell (in grams) is given as: 

                                       (1.44) 

Volume of warp and weft tows (in mm3) inside the unit cell can be calculated from equations (1.45) 
and (26) respectively: 

   (1.45)      (1.46) 

Volume of the unit cell (in mm3) can be calculated from the dimensions of the unit cell already 
calculated: 

                              (1.47) 

Fibre volume fraction can be calculated from the volumes of warp and weft tows and the volume of 
unit cell already calculated with formulae (1.45) and (1.46). Overall fibre volume fraction is given as: 

                                          (1.48) 

Warp and weft proportions can be calculated from warp and weft volumes already calculated with 
formulae (1.45) and (1.46) using the following mathematical relationships: 

 (1.49)    (1.50) 
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1.4.2 Experimental procedure 

In order to validate the model, three angle warp interlock variants were woven and analysed. These 
variants were conceived such that the number of layers was kept the same while the binding depth 
of interlocking warp was varied across the range of variants (Table 1.3). 

Table 1.3 WiseTex based geometrical description of 3D-warp interlock variants and fabric photo microphotographs 

The first variant is through the thickness warp interlock (all the 5 layers are bound by the interlocking 
warp), the second variant has an intermediate binding depth of interlocking warp (3 layers are bound 
by the interlocking warp) and the third variant is layer to layer warp interlock (2 consecutive layers 
are bound by the interlocking warp). A complete flow diagram of the experimental and theoretical 
approach adopted is given in Figure 1.16. 

No Longitudinal section Photomicrographs 

1 

 

A  

B  

2 

 

C  

D  

3 

 

E  

F  
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These 3 variants were woven on a conventional dobby loom. Pointcarré software was used to 
generate the lifting plan which was then fed to Selectron® command box to control the dobby loom.  
All the variants were woven using 200 tex 6K (IM7-GP) carbon multifilament tows in warp, supplied 
by Hercules® and 320 tex (RC 14 320 P109 160) glass fibre multifilament tows in weft, supplied by 
Vetrotex. The use of glass fibre in weft gives necessary contrast required for measurements on 
photomicrographs. 
Tow and weaver data used for modelling is given into Table 1.4-a and Table 1.4-b respectively. 
Table 1.4 a) Tow data for three woven fabrics; 

  
 
 

Variant 
no. 

Texwp 
(g/km) 

Texwft 
(g/km) 

wwp 
(mm) 

wwft 
(mm) PFwp PFwft ρwp 

(g/m3) 
ρwft 

(g/m3) 
1 200 320 0.95 1.23 0.75 0.75 1.76 x 10-6 2.53 x 10-6 

2 200 320 1.24 1.33 0.75 0.75 1.76 x 10-6 2.53 x 10-6 
3 200 320 1.6 1.33 0.75 0.75 1.76 x 10-6 2.53 x 10-6 

Figure 1.16 Complete flow diagram of experimental and theoretical approach adopted 
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Table 1.4 b) Weaver data for three woven fabrics 

 

After weaving, the fabric samples were divided in three parts. One was used for dry fabric analysis. 
The second part was impregnated by vacuum infusion using SR 8100 epoxy resin and SD 8824 
hardener supplied by Sicomin. The composites thus formed were used for fiber volume fraction 
calculation 

The third part was used for transparent resin impregnation. For this purpose, epoxy resin ‘Resina 
Cristal’ supplied by Lamplan was used. This resin polymerizes at room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure and is used for enveloping fragile materials to allow their visual examination through optical 
microscopy. These impregnated samples were cut into thin slices of about 1mm thickness with a 
diamond tipped cutting disk.  

Afterwards these specimens underwent three stage polishing in order to obtain smooth and clear 
surface for visual examination.  First of all, specimens were polished with 240 grit sand paper disk 
followed by polishing with 600 grit sand paper disk to render the surface smoother. In the end “Cameo 
disk Gold®” was used in conjunction with diamond liquid ‘BioDIAMANT® 6Mme’ supplied by Lamplan® 

having monocrystalline 6 µm diamond granules. This procedure was repeated until clear 
photomicrographs of fabric transversal and lateral sections were obtained with the help of a camera 
attached to magnifying lens (Table 1). Commercially available software package “Bel Microimage 
analyzer” was used for image processing and measurements. 

Fabric thickness was measured on photomicrographs. For each fabric variant, at least 10 
measurements were made, and their averages were calculated. Similarly warp and weft crimp angles 
were measured on photomicrographs. 

Crimp percentages for warp and weft tows were measured by carefully removing them from dry fabric 
samples. Areal weight of dry fabric samples was measured according to standard test method; ASTM 
standard D 3776. 

Finally, fibre volume fraction of the composites made from 3 preform variants was measured in 
accordance with ASTM D 3171 standard test method. 

Relative fractional cover value calculated using equation (1), for the third variant was 0.71. Since this 
value is greater then 0.6, therefore both the warp and weft tow sections were assumed to be lenticular 
and the formulae were chosen accordingly for the calculation of geometrical parameters. Calculated 
and measured geometrical parameters along with their error percentages for all the three variants 
have been summarized in Table 1.5.  

Variant 
no. rwp rwft Pwp 

(tows/cm) 
Pwft 

(tows/cm) nwft 

1 6 30 16 21 5 
2 8 20 16 21 5 
3 12 15 16 34 5 
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Table 1.5 Calculated and measured geometrical parameters for three woven fabrics 

 
VARIANT 1 VARIANT 2 VARIANT 3 

C* M* E* C* M* E* C* M* E* 

Thickness (mm) 2.08 1.93 -7.8 1.73 1.62 -6.8 1.53 1.34 -14.2 

Warp crimp angle (0) 16.01 17.21 7 13.69 13.84 1.1 13.83 11.1 -24.6 

Weft crimp angle (0) 0 - - 0 - - 8.67 7.68 -12.9 

Crimp in warp (%) 3.44 3.30 -4.2 2.32 2.91 20.3 1.74 1.64 -6.1 

Crimp in weft (%) - 0.25 - - 0.74 - 1.14 1.23 7.3 

GSM (g/m2) 1003.4 1006.5 0.3 999.6 1003.2 0.3 1426.2 1440.1 0.9 

Total fibre volume fraction 21.83 22.20 1.67 26.02 26.80 2.91 40.52 41.55 2.48 

* C – Calculated values; M – Measured values; E – Error (%) 

1.5 IMPROVED DEFINITION OF A 3D WARP INTERLOCK WOVEN 
FABRICS 

Two types of approach can be used to classify the 3D warp interlock fabrics (Nauman, 2011) (Behera 
& Mishra, 2008). The first one is based on the various adaptations of the weaving manufacturing 
process (Khokar, 1997). The second is based on the type of 3D structures; specifically, the full 3D 
solid structures or the 3D envelope structures (Chen, n.d.). 

1.5.1 Existing definitions 

To define 3D warp interlock fabrics, different clustering methods have been discussed in the literature 
(Chou, 1992). The proposed classification of Bogdanovich et al. (Bogdanovich & Mohamed, 2009) 
tends to differentiate structures shapes. 3D structures are classified either by tubular or fabric forms. 
It first defines the 3D aspect of these reinforcements, acquired during weaving where a binding yarn 
goes through several layers in thickness. It is a concept that should not be confused with the 3D 
forming of flat reinforcement that can also be 3D (as pipes, junctions, or complex shaped panels for 
example). 

Classification of Hu (Hu, 2008), recovered by Ansar al. (Ansar, Xinwei, & Chouwei, 2011), merges the 
3D warp interlock fabrics structures into 4 clusters. As noticed by Ha Minh (Ha-Minh, 2011), two 
geometric parameters are used to distinguish the 3D warp interlock fabrics, the first parameter is 
relative to the angle type of the binding warp yarn in the thickness, and the second parameter 
corresponds to the depth at which the binding warp yarn penetrates in the thickness.  

 Yi and Ding (Yi & Ding, 2004) have proposed a description method of 3D woven architectures using 
parameters of the manufacturing process. This method consists in numbering first, the warp yarns 
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with respect to their position and evolution in the thickness given by the heddles, and second, the 
weft yarns respecting their order of insertion inside the shed (Figure 1.17). 

 

Figure 1.17. Numbering of warp and weft yarns of the 3D warp interlock fabric structure: (left) global view of the 3D 
structure; (right) Numbering of the weft yarns and binding warp yarns in the cross section view (Yi & Ding, 2004). 

Warp yarns located in the same cross section are grouped into one or more teeth of the weaving 
reed to minimize friction between them. In this case, the warp yarns are divided into two groups: the 
binding warp yarns {W1, W2, W3} shown in Figure 1.18 (left) and {W4, W5, W6} represented in 
Figure 1.18 (middle); and the group of reinforcing warp yarns {W7, W8, W9, W10, W11, W12} shown 
in Figure 1.18 (right). 

 

Figure 1.18. Representation of the different evolution groups of warp yarns inside the 3D warp interlock fabric (Yi & Ding, 
2004). 

Considering the results of Adanur et al. (Adanur & Liao, 1998) and Tan et al. (Tan, Tong, & Steven, 
1999), the geometry of orthogonal or angle interlock preforms depends on the number of interlaced 
layers, the size of the elementary pattern and the yarns presence in plan. 

However, the classification of Hu (Hu, 2008) is valid only considering the constant evolution of the 
binding warp yarns and doesn’t include non-constant changes or does not take into account changes 
in reinforcement warp or surface yarns. 

The existing description of 3D warp interlock fabric appears quite complicated to fill for unskilled 
scientist as regard the weaving technology. Therefore, it results the need of a synthetic and concise 
general definition of 3D warp interlock fabric allowing describing the overall architecture of multi-
layers woven structure. 
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1.5.2 Contribution to an improved definition of 3D warp interlock fabric 

Architectures of 3D warp interlock fabric are mainly described by the evolution of the binding warp 
yarns inside the fabric thickness coupled with the number of weft layers. Additionally, position of 
binding warp yarns can also be precised by the weave diagram pattern to be repeated on the total 
width and length of the 3D warp interlock fabric. Stuffer warp yarns and their distribution inside the 
overall structure can also contribute to the architecture definition. Additional parameters proposed in 
our previous works were added to improve the definition of the 3D warp interlock fabric. 

A. Introduction of a 3 axis reference: 

Taking into account the weave diagram theory of 2D fabrics, axis reference can be transposed to 3D 
warp interlock fabric as represented in Figure 1.19 and can defined as: 

• the first axis, dedicated to all warp yarns whom numbering starts from the left to the right 

• the second axis includes all weft yarns, whom numbering starts from the front to the rear 
side, aiming at reproducing the weft insertion order. 

• the third axis, indicating the number of layers in the thickness of the 3D warp interlock fabric, 
whom numbering starts from the top to the bottom side. 

Based on this 3-axis reference, several additional parameters can be added in order to better define 
the 3D warp interlock fabric (Boussu, Cristian and Nauman, 2015). 

B. Introduction of binding path and depth parameters with number of layers 

A more comprehensive and improved definition of the 3D warp interlock fabric has been proposed, 
thanks the research works of Cristian (2009), by introducing the following parameters (Nauman & 
Cristian, 2014): 

1. The number of layers (n@AB) of a 3D warp interlock fabric is represented by the number of 
superposed weft yarns plies. 

Figure 1.19. Axis reference of 3D warp interlock fabric 
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2. The binding step (x), which represents the number of weft yarns between two points of 
connection of the binding warp yarn of the same layer.  

3. The binding depth (y) represents the number of weft yarns layers (n@AB) linked with the 
binding warp yarn. The binding depth of the different warp yarns can be a constant or variable 
data, which value can vary as: y ∈ [2,… , n@AB]. 

The A sample of 3D warp interlock fabric is represented in Figure 1.21 with a binding warp yarn with 
a step value x = 1 , a depth value y = 2, and 3 layers of weft yarns (n@AB = 3). 

The B sample of 3D warp interlock fabric is represented in Figure 1.20 with a binding warp yarn 
with a step value x = 2 , a depth value y = 2, and 3 layers of weft yarns (n@AB = 3). 

The C sample of 3D warp interlock fabric is represented in Figure 1.23 with a binding warp yarn 
with a step value x = 1 , a depth value y = 3, and 3 layers of weft yarns (n@AB = 3). 

The D sample of 3D warp interlock fabric is represented in Figure 1.22 with a binding warp yarn 
with a step value x = 5 , a depth value y = 3, and 5 layers of weft yarns (n@AB = 5). 

Subsequently, Nauman (Nauman, 2011) and Cristian (Cristian, 2009) have been able to establish that 
this definition is valid for the 3D warp interlock fabrics including a constant repetition as the basic 
weave diagram of the binding warp yarn in the thickness of the elementary pattern. Thus, each of 
the four classes of Hu (Hu, 2008) can be more precisely defined using this definition. At each of these 

(A) x = 1; y = 2;	n@AB = 3 
Figure 1.21. Representation of A sample of 3D warp 
interlock fabrics architectures based on the binding 

step and depth and number of layers (Cristian, 2009). 

(B) x = 2; y = 2;	n@AB = 3 

 
Figure 1.20. Representation of B sample of 3D warp 
interlock fabrics architectures based on the binding 
step and depth and number of layers (Cristian, 2009) 

(C) x = 1; y = 3;	n@AB = 3 
Figure 1.23. Representation of C sample of 3D warp 

interlock fabrics architectures based on the binding step 
and depth and number of layers (Cristian, 2009) 

(D) x = 5; y = 3;	n@AB = 5 

 
Figure 1.22 Representation of D sample of 3D warp 

interlock fabrics architectures based on the binding step 
and depth and number of layers (Cristian, 2009) 
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four classes may be assigned a binding step 𝑥, a binding depth 𝑦 and a number of layers n@AB as 
given in Table 1.6. 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567 refers to the technological limit of loom type i.e. the maximum value of 
step 𝑥 for a given value of depth 𝑦 that a certain loom type (dobby or jacquard) permits. These 
variables 𝑥, 𝑦 and n@AB are positive integers and 𝑛LM4 	≥ 2, then such a 3D warp interlock fabric has 
at least two weft yarns layers. 

Table 1.6. Description of the different classes of 3D warp interlock fabrics with respect to values of binding step 𝒙, binding 
depth of binding warp yarns 𝒚 and the number weft yarns layers 𝒏𝒘𝒇𝒕. 

Based on this description provided in Table 1.6, let’s consider different variant definitions of these 
four classes for 3D warp interlock fabrics with 5 layers of weft yarns (n@AB = 5). 

Each variant was assigned to one of the four classes of 3D warp interlock fabrics given by the 
classification of Hu (Hu, 2008) and represented in  

Figure 1.24: 

a) Interlock A / T Binding – Angle Interlock with through the thickness binding 
b) Interlock A / L Binding – Angle Interlock with layer to layer binding 
c) Interlock O / T Binding - Orthogonal interlock with through the thickness binding 
d) Interlock O / L Binding - Orthogonal interlock with layer to layer binding 
 

 

                     

(a) Interlock A – T 5 8–5                                      (b) Interlock A – L 5 3-2 

x = 8; y = 5;	n@AB = 5                                                 x = 3; y = 2; n@AB = 5 

 

 

 

 

 Binding 
Through the Thickness - T 

Binding 
Layer to Layer - L 

Interlock Step - 𝑥 Depth - 𝑦 Step - 𝑥 Depth - 𝑦 

Angle – A 1	 < 	𝑥	 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567 𝑦	 = 	𝑛LM4 1	 < 	𝑥	 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567 2	 ≤ 	𝑦	 < 	𝑛LM4 

Orthogonal –O 1	 ≤ 	𝑥	 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567 𝑦	 = 	𝑛LM4 1	 ≤ 	𝑥	 ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑚4567 2	 ≤ 	𝑦	 < 	𝑛LM4 
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(c) Interlock O – T 5 1-5                    (d) Interlock O – L 5 1-2 
x = 1; y = 5;	n@AB = 5                     x = 1; y = 2;	n@AB = 5 

 
Figure 1.24. Representation of the four classes of 3D warp interlock fabrics types with binding parameters and number of 

layers. 

By varying the binding step and depth values with the number of 5 weft yarns layers, more than 40 
different types of variants of 3D warp interlock fabrics have been identified and completely defined 
in the research work of Cristian (Cristian, 2009). 

 

C. Introduction of weave diagram of binding yarns on fabric surface 

Considering the previous definition of a 3D warp interlock fabric 
as: Interlock O-L 3 3-2 (Figure 1.25), without precising how 
binding warp yarns are going to interlace it could be possible to 
obtain two kinds of architecture with the same definition. 

Indeed, the evolution of binding warp yarns of the 3D warp 
interlock O-L 3 3-2 represented in Figure 1.26 (left) is following 
the weave diagram Twill 4 weft effect left shift, as shown in 
Figure 1.26 (right). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.26. (left) Evolutions of binding warp yarns inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2- (right) Surface weave diagram 
of binding yarns as: {twill 4 weft effect left shift} 

 

 

 

Figure 1.25. Representation of 3D warp 
interlock O-L 3 3-2 
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On the contrary, representing this new 3D warp interlock O-L 
3 3-2 in Figure 1.27, the evolution of binding warp yarns is 
following the weave diagram Satin 4 weft effect, as shown in 
Figure 1.28. 

 

Evolutions of binding warp yarns of the 3D warp interlock O-L 
3 3-2 represented in Figure 1.28 (left) are following the weave 
diagram satin 4 weft effect, as shown in Figure 1.28 (right). 

 

 

Figure 1.28. (left) Evolutions of binding warp yarns inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 - (right) Surface weave diagram 
of binding yarns as: {satin 4 weft effect}. 

Adding this unique weave diagram for all the binding warp yarns tends to define the same evolution 
inside the 3D warp interlock fabric architecture. 

D. Introduction of numbering of binding warp yarns with inter-ply position and linking 
direction inside the 3D warp interlock fabric 

The second improvement of the general definition of 3D warp interlock consists in the introduction of 
the numbering of binding warp yarns with inter-ply position inside the 3D warp interlock fabric. 
Indeed, if we consider the previous example of the 3D warp interlock fabric as: Interlock O-L 3 3-2 
{Twill 4 weft effect left shift}, without indicating this new parameter; it could be then possible to 
obtain different types of architecture. 

Thanks to the identification of the different inter-ply 
positions of warp yarns as represented in Figure 1.29, it 
is possible to determine the level number of each 
binding warp yarns; considering its highest position 
inside the fabric. 

Thus, evolutions and positions of each binding warp 
yarns are represented individually in Figure 1.30 and 
summarized in Table 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.29. Representation of 3D warp interlock  
O-L 3 3-2 {Twill 4 weft effect left shift} 

Figure 1.27. Representation of 3D warp 
interlock O-L 3 3-2 
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Figure 1.30. Evolutions of binding warp yarns inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 {Twill 4 weft effect left shift} 

 

Table 1.7. Inter-ply position and linking direction of each binding warp yarns represented in Figure 1.29. 

Considering the weave diagram: {twill 4 weft effect left shift} for all the binding warp yarns of 3D 
warp interlock O-L 3 2-3 located in the same inter-ply position i, their numbering can be written as: 
{1 3 5 7 – 2 4 6 8 – # – #}, where: 

• Binding warp yarns numbers: 1 3 5 7, with respect to the weft yarns, located in the inter-ply 
position 0, are represented in the first position in the formula brackets. 

• Binding warp yarns numbers: 2 4 6 8, with respect to the weft yarns, located in the inter-ply 
position 1, are represented in the second position in the formula brackets. 

• # symbol corresponds to lack of highest cross 
link between binding warp and weft yarns 

Considering also this new architecture of the 3D warp 
interlock O-L 3 3-2 combining two weave diagrams for 
the binding warp yarns as :{Twill 4 weft effect left shift} 
and {Twill 4 warp effect left shift} represented in Figure 1.31, it can 
be possible to identify their numbering as given in  

Table 1.8.  

Thus, evolutions and positions of each binding warp 
yarns are represented individually in Figure 1.32 and 
summarized in  
Table 1.8. 

Numbering of binding warp yarns 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Inter-ply positions of highest cross link of binding warp yarn 
with respect to the weft yarns represented in Figure 1.29 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Figure 1.31. Representation of 3D warp interlock 
O-L 3 3-2 combining two weave diagrams: {Twill 4 weft 

effect left shift} and {Twill 4 warp effect left shift} 
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Figure 1.32. Evolutions of binding warp yarns inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2combining two weave diagrams: 
{Twill 4 weft effect left shift} and {Twill 4 warp effect left shift} 

 
Table 1.8. Inter-ply position and linking direction of each binding warp yarns represented in Figure 1.31 

Considering the weave diagram: {twill 4 weft effect left shift} for the odd binding warp yarns of 3D 
warp interlock O-L 3 2-3 located in the same inter-ply position i=0, their numbering can be written 
as: {1 3 5 7 – # – # – #}, where : 

• Binding warp yarns numbers: 1 3 5 7, with respect to the weft yarns, located in the inter-ply 
position 0, are represented in the first position in the formula brackets. 

• # symbol corresponds to lack of highest cross link between binding warp and weft yarns 

And taking into account the weave diagram: {twill 4 warp effect left shift} for the even binding warp 
yarns of 3D warp interlock O-L 3 2-3 located in the same inter-ply position i=1, their numbering can 
be written as: { # – 2 4 6 8 – # – #}, where : 

• Binding warp yarns numbers: 2 4 6 8, with respect to the weft yarns, located in the inter-ply 
position 1, are represented in the second position in the formula brackets. 

• # symbol corresponds to lack of highest cross link between binding warp and weft yarns 

E. Introduction of weave diagram and numbering to surface weave warp yarns 

Some 3D warp interlock fabric architectures include surface weave warp yarns to improve the 
aesthetic aspect of the top and bottom faces. Thus, third improvement of the general definition of 
3D warp interlock fabric helps to introduce the surface weave warp yarns. For instance, considering 
the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 {Twill 4 weft effect left shift} {1 4 7 10 – 2 5 8 11 – # – #} 
represented in Figure 1.33, it can be then possible to precise the weave diagram and numbering of 
surface weave warp yarns. 

Numbering of binding warp yarns 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Inter-ply positions of highest cross link of binding warp yarn 
with respect to the weft yarns represented in Figure 1.31 

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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Figure 1.33. Representation of 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 
{Twill 4 weft effect left shift} {1 4 7 10 – 2 5 8 11 – # – #} with surface weave warp yarns 

Only considering the surface weave warp yarns evolutions, as represented in Figure 1.34 (left), the 
plain weave diagrams are identified for the top and bottom sides of the 3D warp interlock fabric with 
their respective numberings, as shown in Figure 1.34 (right). 

          

Figure 1.34. (left) Evolution of surface weave warp yarns located on the top and bottom sides of the 3D warp interlock O-
L 3 3-2 {Twill 4 weft effect left shift} {1 4 7 10 – 2 5 8 11 – # – #} – (right) plain weave diagrams of surface weave warp 

yarns 

Thanks to this additional parameter of the weave diagram and numbering of surface weave warp 
yarns, the general definition of 3D warp interlock has been then improved. 

F. Introduction of numbering of stuffer warp yarns with inter-ply position inside the 3D 
warp interlock fabric 

By the same as for the binding warp yarns, numbering and inter-ply position of stuffer warp yarns 
need to be defined and contribute as a fourth improvement of the general definition of the 3D warp 
interlock fabric. 

Considering the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 {twill 4 weft effect left shift}{1 5 9 13 – 3 7 11 15 – # 
– #} as represented in Figure 1.35 (left), it can be possible to determine the inter-ply position of 
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stuffer warp yarns with respect to their numbering inside the 3D warp interlock fabric architecture, 
as shown in Figure 1.35 (right) and defined in Table 1.9. 

 
Figure 1.35. (left) Interlock O-L 3 3-2 {1 5 9 13 – 3 7 11 15 – # – #} {twill 4 weft effect left shift} - (right) only stuffer 

yarns with inter-ply position 1 and 2 

 

Table 1.9. Inter-ply position of each stuffer warp yarns represented in Figure 1.35 (right). 

Numbering of stuffer warp yarns with inter-ply i position inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 {twill 
4 weft effect left shift} can be written as: {# – 2 6 10 14 – 4 8 12 16 – #}, where: 

• No stuffer warp yarns are located in the inter-ply position 0, represented by empty space 
symbol as #. 

• Stuffer warp yarns numbers: 2 6 10 14 are located in the inter-ply position 1. 

• Stuffer warp yarns numbers: 4 8 12 16 are located in the inter-ply position 2. 

• No stuffer warp yarns are located in the inter-ply position 3, represented by empty space 
symbol as #. 

On the contrary, if we consider the same 3D warp interlock O-L 3 3-2 {1 5 9 13 – 3 7 11 15 – # – #} 
{twill 4 weft effect left shift} as represented in (left) with inversed positions of stuffer warp yarns as 
given in (right), the resulted inter-ply positions values defined in Table 1.10 are different. 

Numbering of stuffer warp yarns 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Inter-ply positions of stuffer warp yarns 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
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Figure 1.36. (left) Interlock O-L 3 3-2 {1 5 9 13 – 3 7 11 15 – # – #} {twill 4 weft effect left shift} with inverse position - 
(right) only stuffer yarns with inter-ply position 1 and 2 

 

Table 1.10. Inter-ply positions of each stuffer warp yarns represented in Figure 1.36 (right) 

Then, the numbering of stuffer warp yarns with inter-ply i position inside the 3D warp interlock O-L 
3 3-2 {twill 4 weft effect left shift} with inversed positions can be written as: {# – 4 8 12 16 – 2 6 10 
14 – #}, where: 

• No stuffer warp yarns are located in the inter-ply position 0, represented by empty space 
symbol as #. 

• Stuffer warp yarns numbers: 4 8 12 16 are located in the inter-ply position 1. 

• Stuffer warp yarns numbers: 2 6 10 14 are located in the inter-ply position 2. 

• No stuffer warp yarns are located in the inter-ply position 3, represented by empty space 
symbol as #. 

Based on the previous research works of Nauman (Nauman, Geometrical modelling and 
characterization of 3D warp interlock composites and their on-line structural health monitoring using 
flexible textile sensors, 2011) and Cristian (Cristian, 2009), several additional parameters introduced 
allow to improve the general definition of 3D warp interlock fabric. The synthetic description of a 3D 
warp interlock fabric can be given by the following formulae: 

3D warp interlock X1-X2 N Y1k-Y2k Binding Wbk {Bk i} - Surface Ws {Ci} - Stuffer {Si} (1) 

Where: 

• 3D warp interlock term corresponds to the definition of a 3D warp interlock fabric architecture. 

• X1 represents the type of angle of binding warp yarn, O (orthogonal) or A (angle). 

Numbering of stuffer warp yarns 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Inter-ply positions of stuffer warp yarns 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
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• X2 corresponds to the type of depth of the binding warp yarn, L (layer to layer) or T (through 
the thickness). 

• N corresponds to the number of weft layers. 

• Y1k is equal to the path of the binding warp yarn of group k. 

• Y2k is equal to the depth of the binding warp yarn of group k. 

• Binding term corresponds to binding warp yarns. 

• Wbk is related to the type of weave diagram on fabric surface of binding warp yarns of group 
k. 

• Bk i contains the numbering of binding warp yarns of group k with inter-ply i position 

• Surface term corresponds to surface weave warp yarns and disappears if surface weave warp 
yarns are not included. 

• Ws is related to the type of weave diagram of surface weave warp yarns. 

• Ci contains the numbering of surface weave warp yarns with inter-ply i position. 

• Stuffer term corresponds to stuffer warp yarns and disappears if stuffer warp yarns are not 
included. 

• Si represents the numbering of stuffer warp yarns with inter-ply i position. 

The weave diagram parameter can be given with the exact definition for skilled scientist in weave 
diagrams theory and classification; otherwise, a table can be proposed with columns for warp yarns, 
rows for weft yarns and one digital value (0 or 1) for each crossing case, respectively 1 for up position 
of warp yarn with respect to weft yarn and 0 for inverse position. 

Bk i formulae can be written as: {bi – #}, with: 

bi corresponds to the different numbering value of the highest cross links of binding warp and weft 
yarns located at the inter ply i position of the 3D warp interlock fabric following the Wbk weave 
diagram. 

– operator corresponds to an inter-ply position, where the top inter-ply position 0 starts at the top of 
the 3D warp interlock fabric and from the left side of the formulae. 

# symbol corresponds to a lack of highest cross links between binding warp and weft yarns in the 
inter ply position. 

Si formulae can be written as: {# – si}, with: 

# symbol corresponds to a lack of stuffer warp yarns in the inter ply position 

– operator corresponds to an inter-ply position, where the top inter-ply position 0 starts at the top of 
the 3D warp interlock fabric and from the left side of the formulae 
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si corresponds to the different numbering value of stuffer warp yarns located in the inter ply i position 
of the 3D warp interlock fabric. 

This general definition can be applied to every kind of 3D warp interlock fabric architecture with the 
same weave diagram and parameters of binding warp yarns. In case of different weave diagrams and 
parameters of binding warp yarns inside the architecture, a combination of these parameters can be 
added to the general 3D warp interlock fabric formulae.  

1.6 CONCLUSION 

The mathematical basis for the description of four classes of interlocks in terms of step, depth and 
the number of layers has been introduced.  

A novel approach for the geometrical description of multilayer woven interlocks called the continuum 
theory of geometry helps in understanding the evolution of cross-sectional geometry with the weaving 
parameters. It also helps in formulating the mathematical framework for the development of a 
geometrical model of 3D interlock fabrics. 

The proposed algorithms for calculating the crimp are used to estimate the thickness, mass and FVF 
of interlock woven fabrics from the design phase. 

The resulting geometrical models were validated by comparing the predicted results with the 
experimentally measured results on carbon/glass woven fabrics. The developed geometrical model 
can be used to predict the essential geometrical parameters of any layer-to-layer interlock 
architecture. The average crimp values for weft tows calculated using this geometrical model and 
those measured from fabric samples are in close agreement with the error percentage not exceeding 
2.88%.  

A general definition of the 3D warp interlock fabric by introducing the position and numbering of 
binding, stuffer and surface weave warp yarns inside the multi-layer woven structure was proposed. 
Having this new definition of 3D warp interlock fabric, unskilled scientists in the weaving technology 
can use them to better define their architecture and probably help them to make a clear distinction 
between their different parameters. 
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The Influence of Structural Parameters on Mechanical 
Properties of 3D Warp Interlock Carbon Woven Fabrics 

The breaking strength value of the textile composite is critical especially for products with technical 
uses. Woven fabric’s tensile strength depends on yarn’s tensile strength and woven fabric parameters. 
For multifilament tows, tensile strength is determined by inherent filament properties (raw material, 
internal structure, and surface characteristics), number of filaments in the tow cross section and its 
prior to weaving treatment. 3D woven fabric architecture influences the tensile strength through 
number of layers, tow density (tows/cm) and weave structure.  

Several different studies have already been carried out on 2D fabrics. (Bossu, Legrand, & Koncar, 
2006) and on 3D fabrics woven with glass tows (Abu Obaid et al., 2011; Callus, Mouritz, Bannister, 
& Leong, 1999; Quinn Mc, McIlhagger, & McIlhagger, 2008; Rudov-Clark, & Mouritz, 2008), in order 
to characterize the influence of woven fabric structure on strength transfer from yarn to fabric. 
Experimental observations on 3D woven composites have revealed that the woven fabric architecture 
has a dominant role in determining their mechanical properties and failure mechanisms (Archer, 
Buchanan, McIlhagger, Quinn, & Morgan, 2008; Rudov-Clark, & Mouritz, 2008; Quinn Mc, McIlhagger, 
& McIlhagger, 2008; Callus, Mouritz, Bannister, & Leong, 1999; Abu Obaid et al., 2011; Bossu, 
Legrand, & Koncar, 2006; Tan, Tong, & Steven, 1997; Mouritz, Baini, & Herszberg, 1999; Cox, 
Dadkhah, & Morris, 1996; Cox, Dadkhah, Morris, & Flintoff, 1994; Dickinson, Farley, & Hinders, 2000; 
Farley, Smith, & Maiden, 1992). The architecture of a 3D woven fabric is completely described by the 
four basic parameters – yarn characteristics (fineness, raw material, structure etc.), number of layers, 
yarn densities and weave pattern.  

The tensile strength of carbon multifilament tows undergoes a considerable change from the bobbin 
to the 3D-woven composite, owing to stresses imparted during the manufacturing process. This 
evolution of tow mechanical properties also depends on the trajectory of tow inside the reinforcement 
as tow path has a profound effect on the final reinforcement and composite mechanical properties. 
In order to quantify this ‘evolution’ and to understand the influence of warp tow path on final 
mechanical properties, three variants of angle interlock reinforcements having 5 weft layers were 
woven from carbon tows. These architectures were conceived such that the depth of the binding tow 
was progressively decreased from the first to the third variant. Tensile strength tests were performed 
on carbon tows extracted from virgin bobbins and from weaving loom. Tensile tests were also 
performed on dry reinforcements woven from these carbon tows and finally on resin impregnated 
composites. In this way a complete track of the mechanical properties of tows was maintained. Finally, 
strength transfer coefficient was calculated which allows an estimation of the influence of weave 
architecture and the infusion process on mechanical properties of composite materials. The approach 
adopted for the study of mechanical properties has been summarised in Figure 2.1. 
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2.1 CARBON TOWS 

Multifilament tows; HexTow IM7-GP, supplied by Hexcel were chosen for weaving of the three 
variants. They were used in both the warp and weft directions. These tows are composed of PAN 
based carbon multifilaments having tow linear density of 223 tex (0.223 g/m), while diameter of each 
filament is 5.2 μm having density 1.78 g/cm3. 

The tensile strength of carbon tows was experimentally determined. In order to figure out the real 
effect of weave architecture on strength transfer from tow to reinforcement/composite, it is important 
that the initial warp tow strength values be corrected for the degradation imparted by the weaving 
process (abrasion with heddles and loom parts, tow to tow friction, stretching and bending during 
shed formation and stresses imparted during the beat up process etc.). For this purpose, warp tow 
samples were carefully extracted from length between cloth fell and heald frames on the loom and 
from different areas along the reinforcement width. Weft tows are not subjected to similar stresses 
during the weaving operation, therefore no correction, for initial tow strength values in the weft 
direction is required. 20 specimens of carbon tows each having 150 mm length were tested on MTS 
½ tester. The speed of the machine for these tests was kept at 250 mm/min.  

Tensile strength test results for carbon tows are reported in Table 2.1. Average breaking force for 
warp tow samples taken from the loom is slightly lower than the average value for carbon tows taken 
directly from the bobbin (the value is 5.06% lower in case of ‘on loom’ samples). 

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of strength transfer from tow to textile composite 
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Table 2.1 Tensile strength test results for Carbon tows 

Figure 2.2 shows a graphical representation of the breaking force values obtained. The standard 
deviation for breaking force values is higher in the case of “on looms” samples as compared to the 
samples taken from “virgin bobbins”. This difference can be explained in terms of tow to tow friction 
and abrasion of carbon tows with loom parts. The movement of heald frames in the vertical plane 
also causes warp tow strength degradation. The tows which are subjected to more frequent 
movements in the vertical plain owing to the weave structure, experience greater deterioration and 
thus the strength reduction is more pronounced. Breaking force value of an individual tow depends 
upon the number and location of weak points in the sample which explains high standard deviation 
in the case of ‘on loom’ samples.  

 

Carbon tow properties (experimental) Virgin tows from bobbin Warp tows from loom 

Breaking Force (Std. Dev.) 217.11 N (13.8) 206.12 N (43.89) 

Elongation at break 2.40 % 2.40 % 

Ultimate tensile strength 957 MPa 910 MPa 

Tensile modulus 276 GPa 276 GPa 

Tenacity 108.5 cN/tex 103.1 cN/tex 

Figure 2.2 Average values for breaking force of carbon multifilament tows 
taken from the bobbin and from the loom 
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In the case of weft tows, process induced degradation is negligible for shuttle weft insertion system.  

2.2 WOVEN REINFORCEMENTS 

2.2.1 Conception and weaving of woven reinforcements 

As reinforcements, three variants of angle interlock fabrics each having 5 layers, were woven. They 
were manufactured from 6K carbon multifilament tows; HexTow IM7-GP, supplied by Hexcel, 
described in the previous section. 

All the basic structural parameters were kept the same for the three variants (number of layers, warp 
and weft tow densities and linear densities of tows) except for the binding depth (y), which was 
decreased progressively from the first to the third variant. 

Structural parameters of these reinforcements are given in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.2 Basic parameters of interlock reinforcements 

No. Parameter 
1st 

Variant 

2nd 

Variant 

3rd 

Variant 

1 Number of layers 
Warp 1 2 4 

Weft 5 5 5 

2 Tow linear density (tex) 
Warp 223 223 223 

Weft 223 223 223 

3 Tow density (tows/cm) 
Warp 16 16 16 

Weft 25 25 25 

4 Weave structure 

Binding depth of the interlocking warp (y) 5 3 2 

Binding step of the interlocking warp (x) 5 3 2 

Warp repeat (rwp) 6 8 12 

Weft repeat (rwp) 30 20 15 
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Figure 2.3 shows WiseTex® based 3D graphical representations of the three reinforcement variants 
for better elaboration of binder path geometry. 

The first variant is a through the thickness/angle interlock weave, having maximum binding depth of 
warp binder (y = 5). For the second variant, the binding depth was decreased (y = 3), and for the 
last variant minimum binding depth was chosen (y = 2) so as to conceive a layer-to-layer/angle 
interlock. In this way the binding depth was gradually decreased from 1st to the third variant.  

In order to have symmetrical angles of interlocking warps for all the three variants, the binding step 
(x) was varied along with the binding depth (y) of interlocking warps. For each variant, minimum 
binding step that allows symmetrical binding while maintaining structural configuration in angle 
interlock category, was chosen.  

For all the three variants reed denting order of 4 ends/dent was chosen so that the warp density 
remains the same. Warp and weft densities were measured and were found to be 16 tows/cm and 
25 tows/cm respectively, for all the variants. Figure 2.4 shows surface photographs of the three 
reinforcements. 

Crimp percentage was measured by carefully removing tows from dry reinforcement samples 
according to the norm (ATSM D3883 - 04, 2008). 10 reinforcement samples, each 10 cm in length, 

a) b) c) 

Figure 2.3 WiseTex® based geometrical description of warp interlock variants 
a) 1st variant b) 2nd variant c) 3rd variant 

a) b) c) 

Figure 2.4  Carbon interlock reinforcement surface photographs 
a) 1st variant b) 2nd variant c) 3rd variant 
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were used for this purpose. Reinforcement thicknesses were measured using Sodemat® fabric 
thickness tester. While areal weights (GSMfabric) and fibre volume fractions (FVF) were calculated using 
mathematical formulae given below  

      (2.1) 

      (2.2) 

Where: 

GSM fabric = Areal weight of the fabric reinforcement; 

FVF = Fibre volume fraction % age; 

P = Total number of tows per cm in the considered direction (warp or weft); 

Tex = Tow linear density in the considered direction (warp or weft) in tex; 

c = Tow crimp % age in the considered direction (warp or weft); 

ρ = Carbon fibre density in g/cm3; 

T = Thickness of the composite or reinforcement in mm. 

These properties are summarized in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Structural characteristics and properties of angle interlock dry reinforcements 

With the decreasing binding depth from the first to the third variant, the crimp percentage in the 
warp direction as well as the mass of warp tows also decreases in the reinforcement. Weft tow crimp 
percentage is almost the same for the first two variants. The third variant shows a slightly higher 
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No. Characteristic/property U.M.  
1st 

Variant 

2nd 

Variant 

3rd 

Variant 

1 Crimp (c) % 
Warp 5.1 3.5 1.6 

Weft 0.7 0.7 1.0 

2 Areal weight (GSM) g/m2 

Warp 374.9 369.3 362.5 

Weft 561.5 561.6 563.1 

Reinforcement 936.4 930.9 925.6 

3 Thickness (T) mm Reinforcement 2.3 1.7 2.0 

4 
Fibre volume fraction 

(FVF) 
% 

Warp 9.4 12.4 10.5 

Weft 13.8 18.6 16.1 

Reinforcement 23.2 31.0 26.6 
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degree of undulation in weft tows. This higher crimp in the weft direction for the third variant does 
not affect the decreasing trend of total areal weight that decreases with the binding depth of warp 
tows, from the first to the third variant.  

Tow waviness (expressed as crimp % age) has an influence on reinforcement thickness (through 
undulation frequency and amplitude). Compression of weft tows by the pressure applied by 
undulating warp tow influences compactness of the structure. This particular phenomenon also 
influences fabric thickness. Other factors which might influence thickness of the reinforcement include 
number of layers, warp and weft tow densities and linear densities of warp and weft tows etc. In the 
three reinforcements under discussion, these factors have been kept constant. In view of this it is 
logical to expect that the thickness would decrease from first to the third variant. But this is not so 
and the first variant has the highest value of thickness while the second one has the lowest thickness. 
This implies that the first variant is the least compact and the second one is the most compact 
structure. The structural geometry i.e., number of warp tows placed in one vertical column and the 
order of warp binders seems to have played role in determining the thickness of the reinforcements. 

While referring to Figure 2.3 it can be noticed that weft tows are placed in columns of 5 tows each 
while there are 1, 2 and 4 warp tows per column for 1st, 2nd and 3rd variant respectively. 

Observations on photomicrographs given in Figure 2.5 reveal that compression being applied on weft 
tows in the three variants varies as the pressure being applied by the warp binder changes with the 
binder path. In the 1st variant the weft tows are least compressed while they are more compressed 
in the 2nd and 3rd variants (Figure 2.5-a and b). This phenomenon is responsible for greater thickness 
and more porosity i.e., greater fibre less area in the 1st variant as can be seen in the longitudinal 
section in Figure 2.5-a.  

The first two variants were conceived so that two consecutive warp binders in the reinforcement 
traversed the weft layers in opposite direction. Jaw type ordering (Fig. 2.6-a) gave the first two 
variants structural integrity which implies less mobility for weft tows when the reinforcement is bent 
or moulded. The 3rd variant was conceived as traditional twill type structure (Fig. 2.6-b). Traditional 

a) b) 
Figure 2.5 Photomicrographs of longitudinal sections 

a) 1st Variant b) 3rd Variant 
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twill type structures are less compact and allow mobility of weft tows when the reinforcement is bent 
or made to adopt the form of a mould.  

Differences in structural integrity and mobility of weft tows might also explain why the 3rd variant 
has greater thickness as compared to the 2nd one which is the most compact structure owing to the 
combined effect of binder path (y = 3) and jaw type construction. 

Reinforcement thickness directly influences the fibre volume fraction in the three variants as all the 
reinforcements have similar warp and weft tow linear densities (gm/km) as well as equal warp and 
weft tow densities (tows/cm). The 2nd variant having the least thickness has the greatest fibre volume 
fraction while the 1st variant having the greatest thickness has the least value of fibre volume fraction. 

2.2.2 Tensile properties of woven reinforcements 

The tensile properties of dry specimens of woven reinforcements were measured using ZWICK 1474 
tester. 5 samples for each variant in warp and weft directions, each having a width of 2.5 cm were 
tested. An existing norm for tensile tests of unimpregnated glass fabrics; NF ISO 4606 (1996) was 
followed, since a norm does not exist for the tensile strength testing of multilayer carbon 
reinforcements. According to the norm, for each variant, two rectangular pieces of reinforcements 
having dimensions 20 x 25 cm, one having 
warp tows in length direction and the other 
one having weft tows along its length, were 
chosen. These pieces were pasted with thick 
cardboard strips each of which was 5 cm 
long, at the two ends of the reinforcement 
pieces, at a distance of 15 cm, using SR 8100 
epoxy resin and SD 8824 hardener supplied 
by Sicomin® (Figure 2.7). Afterwards 
reinforcement samples were cut so that 5 
samples each for warp and weft directions, 
having dimensions 4 cm x 25 cm were 
obtained for each variant. Tows lying at the 
edges along the length direction were Figure 2.7 Woven reinforcement samples 

Figure 2.6 Different warp orders in a through the thickness angle interlock 
a) Jaw type construction b) Twill type construction 

a) b) 
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removed carefully by hand, from each sample. In this way parallel tows along the length direction in 
2.5 cm width area were obtained. Thus, the final dimensions of samples were 2.5 cm x 25 cm with 
all the length direction tows parallel to each other and lying along the tensile loading direction. 

These samples were mounted on the tensile strength tester as shown in Figure 2.8. The length of 
samples between the jaws was 15 cm so that 5 cm length of a sample at each end having cardboard 
strip was gripped by the jaws.  

This arrangement ensures optimum grip of the samples, prevents their slippage in clamps during 
tensile loading as well as any damage to the reinforcement due to clamping pressure of jaws. The 
crosshead speed for the tests was kept at 5 cm/min. Table 2.4 shows the values of ultimate tensile 
strength, ultimate strain, maximum force and Young’s modulus for dry carbon reinforcements. 

Table 2.4 Tensile properties of dry carbon reinforcements 

Variant 
Ultimate Tensile 
Strength [MPa] 

Ultimate Strain 
[%] 

Force max (Fw)  
[N] 

Young’s Modulus 
[GPa] 

Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft 

1st 194.2 412.7 7.2 2.9 11166.6 23731.4 5.1 19.0 

2nd 368.0 471.8 8.0 2.7 15638.5 20053.3 6.4 22.4 

3rd 345.7 519.0 2.6 3.7 17285.4 25947.8 17.1 19.4 

 

The ultimate tensile strength in the weft direction is generally higher as compared to warp direction 
in case of all the three variants. This is primarily because of the difference in warp and weft densities 
(16 tows/cm in warp as against 25 tows/cm for weft). Another reason is the fact that during weft 

Figure 2.8 Woven reinforcement samples mounted on ZWICK 1474 Tester 
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insertion through a shuttle, weft tows do not undergo similar deterioration as warp tows during 
weaving process. 

Comparing the ultimate strength in warp direction for the three variants, we notice that the maximum 
value is exhibited by the second variant (368 MPa), followed by the third variant that shows 6% loss 
in strength from 2nd variant. The first variant is the weakest in the warp direction showing 47% loss 
in strength as compared to the second one. This is directly related to fibre volume fraction in the 
warp direction for the three variants.  

The 3rd variant is the stiffest as well in warp direction as it has the least amount of crimp in warp 
direction. An inverse relationship exists between crimp and stiffness of the structures. On the other 
hand stiffness in the weft direction does not vary much and remains almost the same for the three 
variants, since crimp for the three variants is almost the same. 

Figure 2.9 shows typical stress-strain curves for these variants in warp and weft directions. 

Two types of curves can be observed in Figure 2.9.  

1. J shaped curves  

Curves with initial crimp interchange region for tensile loading in warp direction for the 1st and 2nd 
variant. These curves can be divided in two zones.  

Crimp Interchange Zone is the zone in which strain increases rapidly at low stresses. In this zone 
highly crimped warp tows straighten and lose crimp. Crimp interchange zone is conspicuous in the 
case of 1st and 2nd variants where warp crimp is high whereas for the 3rd variant, this zone is non 
existent. The initial crimp interchange region is due to high crimp in warp direction for these variants. 
Warp crimp interchange region is longer for 1st variant as compared to the second one. It can be 

Figure 2.9 Typical stress strain curves for three variants of dry 
reinforcements tested in warp and weft directions 
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deduced from the curves that higher the crimp in warp tows longer is the crimp interchange region 
in the curve.  

Stiff Zone is the zone in which the load bearing straightened warp tows resist the applied load. This 
zone is characterized by high stiffness and rigidity. The stiff zone is followed by ultimate rupture. All 
the reinforcements undergo rupture in much the same way. Owing to low elasticity of carbon tows, 
the filaments give in and break, due to which multifilament tows on the surface of the reinforcement 
appear to have grown wider, distorted and ruffled. 

2. Curves without crimp interchange region 

Stress-strain curves for tensile loading in weft direction for all the three variants and for 3rd variant 
warp direction loading are reminiscent of the absence of crimp interchange region. This is because 
of very low crimp percentages in these tows. These materials have higher moduli of elasticity and are 
stiffer. Absence of crimp also underscores greater efficiency in the loading direction as the tows resist 
the applied tensile load as soon as it is applied. 

2.3 CARBON INTERLOCK BASED COMPOSITES  

2.3.1 Manufacturing of composite samples 

Resin impregnation of reinforcement samples was carried out using VARTM process as shown in 
Figure 2.10. The resin used was epoxy resin ‘EPOLAM 5015’. 

Figure 2.11 shows transversal and longitudinal sections of resin infused composites made from the 
three reinforcement variants. 

1st 
variant 

a) Longitudinal sections (warp direction) b) Transversal sections (weft direction) 

2nd 
variant 

3rd 
variant 

Figure 2.11 Photomicrographs of cross-sectional views 

Figure 2.10 Resin impregnation process of carbon reinforcements using VARTM technology 
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The areal weights of composites were measured using electronic balance. Thickness of the composite 
samples were measured on photomicrographs using commercially available software package “Bel 
Microimage analyzer®”. Standard procedure was adopted for the calculation of fibre volume fractions 
according to the norm (ATSM D3171 - 09, 2010).  

These values are summarized in Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5 Properties of carbon/epoxy composites 

Resin impregnation using VARTM technology influences each variant differently in warp and weft 
directions. Application of vacuum during resin infusion causes the thickness of the three 
reinforcements to decrease. The degree of compression undergone is different for each variant. 
Figure 2.12 gives a comparison of this thickness variation in the three variants. 

In order to better appreciate these changes in thickness upon resin impregnation and their different 
extents in the three variants it is important to keep in mind the basic structural parameters and 
architectural arrangements of warp and weft tows in the reinforcements. These factors determine the 
degree and severity of any change that occurs during subsequent material handing and processing.  

It can be seen from Figure 2.12 that the 1st variant undergoes greatest change in thickness owing to 
the existence of fibre less voids (refer to Figure 2.5-a). The 2nd variant undergoes smallest change in 
thickness as it is a compact structure with fewer fibre-less voids (refer to Figure 2.5-b). For the 3rd 
variant the change in thickness is moderate as it is conjectured to be a moderately compact structure. 

 U.M.  1st Variant 2nd Variant 3rd Variant 

Areal weight of composite (GSM) g/m2  1741.6 1833.1 2088.8 

Thickness (T) Mm  1.45 1.50 1.70 

Fibre volume fraction (FVF) % 

Warp 14.7 13.9 12.2 

Weft 21.6 20.9 18.8 

Total 36.3 34.8 31.0 

Figure 2.12 Comparison of reinforcement and composite thickness for the three variants 
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2.3.2 Tensile Testing of composite samples 

The composites prepared from each reinforcement variant were cut into 5 specimens of 2.5 cm x 25 
cm in warp and weft directions according to the norm (NF EN ISO 527-4, 1997). ZWICK 1474 tester 
was used for tensile strength tests. The distance between jaws was 15 cm while constant loading 
rate of 5 mm/min. was maintained for tensile testing.  

Table 2.6 shows the values of ultimate tensile strength, ultimate strain, maximum force and Young’s 
modulus for carbon/epoxy composites made from three reinforcement variants. 

Table 2.6 Tensile properties of carbon/epoxy composites 

Variant  
Ultimate tensile 
strength [MPa] 

Ultimate normal 
strain [%] Force max. [N] Young Modulus 

[GPa] 

Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft Warp Weft 

1st 223.9 386.1 0.6 0.2 8117.6 13995.9 53.2 106.2 

2nd 245.6 450.6 1.3 0.3 9210.1 16896.6 36.7 136.6 

3rd 299.4 527.6 0.7 0.8 12722.6 22424.0 53.0 104.6 

 

Figure 2.13 shows typical stress-strain curves for three composite variants in warp and weft directions. 

Comparing the ultimate tensile strength in warp direction for the three variants studied, we notice 
that the maximum value is exhibited by the 3rd variant (299.4 MPa), followed by the 2nd (245.6 MPa) 
and 1st (223.9 MPa). An indirect relationship exists between the tensile strength and crimp of warp 
tows in the said composite structures. If the fibre volume fractions for the three composite variants 

Figure 2.13 Typical stress strain curves for three variants of carbon/epoxy 
composites tested in warp and weft directions 
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be compared it seems that the role played by crimp is relatively more important then the role of fibre 
volume fraction.  

As was the case with dry reinforcements, the tensile strength and stiffness of each variant in the weft 
direction is significantly higher then in warp direction owing to the differences in fibre volume fraction 
in warp and weft directions.  

The fibre volume fractions for the three variants do not vary much in the weft direction. Moreover, in 
all the three reinforcements weft crimp is very low. In spite of that the ultimate tensile strength of 
the composites in the weft direction increases gradually from 1st to the 3rd variant. 

It can be hypothesized that this is due, in large part, to warp tow path. The binder tow is highly 
crimped in the 1st variant, which causes the collimation or stacking of weft tows under the binder, 
giving rise to inhomogeneous distribution of fibre content in the weft direction and creation of fibre 
less voids which are filled in by the resin. The phenomenon of collimation of weft tows reduces with 
the reduction in warp tow crimp. Moreover, in a through the thickness structure, highly crimped warp 
causes local compression and kinks on the weft tows. These kinks might be responsible for damage 
initiation in weft tows during tensile loading. In the 3rd variant which is a layer-to-layer/angle interlock, 
the warp tows are not severely crimped thus compression applied on the weft tows is not as marked 
as in the case of 1st variant. Lower crimp of warp binder also translates into lower collimation and 
local deformations of weft tows. That is why the mechanical properties in the weft direction improve 
gradually from the 1st to the 3rd variant as the warp binder crimp reduces gradually. 

A comparison of all the key mechanical properties of reinforcements and their composites are given 
in Figure 2.14. 

a) b) 
Figure 2.14 Comparison of dry reinforcement and composite tensile properties in warp and weft directions 

a) Maximum tensile force in Newton b) Ultimate tensile strength in MPa 
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2.4 STRENGTH TRANSFER FROM TOW TO TEXTILE COMPOSITES 

In order to evaluate the transfer of mechanical properties from tow to woven interlock 
reinforcement/textile composite, a coefficient called ‘strength transfer coefficient’ (C) has been 
proposed. It is defined as the ratio between “theoretical” tenacity of individual tows inside the 
reinforcement (Tf2) and the initial tenacity of tow i.e., the tenacity before weaving (Tf1). This 
“theoretical” tenacity is calculated by dividing reinforcement/composite sample tenacity in the applied 
load direction by the number of tows inside woven sample. The tenacity so calculated has been 
named “theoretical” because it is not the real tenacity of the individual tows extracted from the 
reinforcement. It can only be real if tows are parallel and without interlacements.  

In a woven structure, the ‘strength transfer coefficient’ expresses the influence of the reinforcement 
architectural parameters on tensile properties of the reinforcement. 

The strength transfer coefficient is given mathematically as: 

       (2.3) 

Where: 

Tf1 = Tow tenacity before its integration in woven reinforcement and is expressed in N/Tex; 

Tf2 = Theoretical tow tenacity after its integration in woven reinforcement, including the influence of 
weave structure and is expressed in N/Tex. 

As used in literature, tenacity denotes the strength of a multifilament tow of given size and it is 
generally synonymous to ultimate tensile strength. The mathematical relation for ‘initial tow tenacity’ 
‘Tf1’ is: 

        (2.4) 

Where: 

Fbkg(t) = Average tensile strength of tow (N); 

Tex  = Linear density of tow (g/1000m) 

In case of a woven reinforcement, ‘theoretical tow tenacity’ ‘Tf2’ can be calculated as 

           (2.5) 

Where: 

Fbkg(f) = average tensile strength of the woven fabric reinforcement (N);  

P = tow density in the direction of applied load (tows/cm); 
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b = width of the woven reinforcement (cm); 

Tex = linear density of tows (g/1000m) 

For a composite material made by impregnating a woven reinforcement in a polymeric resin, following 
relation stands for ‘Tf2’ 

         (2.6) 

Where  

Fbkg(c) = Average tensile strength of the composite (N) 

All the other symbols have the same significance as for relation 5 

Replacing relations (4) and (5) for Tf1 and Tf2 in relation (3), we obtain the following formula for 
‘strength transfer coefficient’ from tow to reinforcement (Ct-f): 

      (2.7) 

An analogous formula for ‘strength transfer coefficient’ from tow to composite (Ct-c) can be given as 

      (2.8) 

For the three variants under discussion, ‘strength transfer coefficient’ has been used to calculate the 
influence of weave structure on tensile properties of the reinforcement and the composite. These 
values are reported in Table 7. 

Table 2.7 Strength transfer coefficient 

Variant  

Strength transfer 
coefficient 

from tow to dry 
reinforcement 

Ct-f 

Strength transfer 
coefficient 

from tow to composite 

Ct-c 

Difference 

Ct-c - C t-f   

Warp 

Direction 

Weft 

Direction 

Warp 

Direction 

Weft 

direction 

Warp 

direction 

Weft 

direction 

1st 1.35 1.75 0.98 1.03 -0.37 -0.89 

2nd 1.90 1.48 1.12 1.41 -0.78 -0.44 

3rd 2.10 1.91 1.54 1.65 -0.55 -0.73 

 

As mentioned earlier, in the case of strength transfer coefficient in the weft direction, average 
breaking strength value for the samples taken from virgin bobbins (Fbkg(t) = 217.11 N) was used to 
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calculate initial weft tow tenacity (Tf1 = 1.08 N/tex) as weft tows do not undergo prior to insertion 
damage and degradation on shuttle looms. 

Figure 2.15 shows variation of strength transfer coefficient from tow to textile composite in warp and 
weft directions for the three woven architectures. 

Strength transfer coefficient value when exceeds unity, it implies gain in strength due to the 
integration in woven reinforcement. On the contrary values inferior to unity imply that the integration 
of tow inside the woven reinforcement has negatively influenced the strength of a single tow, and it 
has decreased after its integration in the reinforcement. 

In the case of composites made from the first variant, warp strength transfer coefficient is less than 
unity (0.98) which signifies a net loss of strength in warp tows. This can be explained in terms of 
warp tow crimp geometry. Crimp amplitude is particularly high in case of the first variant and this is 
the cause of strength loss in warp tows as high crimp percentage reduces the efficiency of the 
composite in the loading direction. The strength transfer coefficient increases progressively as crimp 
amplitude in warp decreases from first to the third variant. For the second and third variant the warp 
strength transfer coefficient is greater than unity which implies a net gain of strength, after the 
integration of carbon tows in the reinforcement. Strength transfer coefficient is significantly high for 
the third variant which has layer to layer binding (1.54). 

Strength transfer coefficients vary in much the same way in the weft direction as in the warp direction 
for the three variants (Figure 2.15). But the values are higher than those for the warp direction. This 
is because of lower crimp and much higher fibre volume fractions in the weft direction as compared 
to the warp direction, for all the three variants. 

Figure 2.15 Variation of strength transfer coefficient with reinforcement architecture 
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Strength transfer coefficients in the weft direction increase gradually from 1st to the 3rd variant, as 
with the decreasing crimp amplitude in the warp direction the collimation and compression of weft 
tows gradually decreases. 

Figure 2.16 shows the influence of resin impregnation on the strength transfer coefficients. Strength 
transfer coefficients are generally higher for dry reinforcements and are reduced considerably after 
resin impregnation.  

This loss in strength should be explained in terms of geometrical and dimensional changes occurring 
in the woven reinforcement due to VARTM. As mentioned earlier in order to have an idea about these 
changes and gauge their influence upon composite mechanical properties, it is useful to keep in mind 
original reinforcement architectural characteristics. These particular architectural characteristics 
determine the extent to which dimensions are changed when VARTM is carried out.  

The scale given in Table 2.8 will be followed for the attribution of particular nomenclature describing 
loss of strength as reinforcement is impregnated to form a composite. This scale is by no means a 
standard but only serves to better organise the discussion on influence of resin impregnation on the 
reinforcement. 

Table 2.8 Attribution of nomenclature for the loss of strength as a reinforcement is impregnated into a composite 

For the 1st variant the loss in strength in the weft direction may be termed as high (Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.89), 
whereas it is only moderate in the warp direction (Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.37). As discussed earlier this structure 

Range of difference Ct-c - C t-f Designation 

0 ~ -0.25 Low 
-0.25 ~ -0.50 Moderate 
-0.50 ~ -0.75 Considerable 
-0.75 ~ -1.00 High 

a) b) 
Figure 2.16 Strength transfer gain/loss from carbon tow to composite 

a) In warp direction, b) In weft direction 
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undergoes greatest change in thickness upon resin impregnation (Figure 2.12). The loss in strength 
in weft direction may be attributed to severe compression of the structure and resultant pressure of 
through the thickness warp binder on collimated weft tows. Collimation might also have resulted in 
resin rich pockets around the bundles (collimations) of weft tows in the structure which serve as 
damage initiation zones when tensile loading is applied. 

On the contrary in the 2nd variant, loss in warp direction is considerably high (Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.78) 
whereas in the weft direction it is moderate (Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.44). Since this structure has undergone 
lowest change in thickness upon resin impregnation (Figure 2.12), it can be conjectured that 
phenomena contributing to strength loss are different from the 1st variant as a small change in 
thickness imply fewer alterations in geometry upon impregnation. Compression due to bending 
pressure applied by binder warp tows upon weft tows should be a minor factor due to lower binding 
depth (y = 3), near absence of collimation of weft tows (Figure 2.5-B), compactness of structure and 
insignificant loss in thickness upon resin impregnation (Figure 2.12). Undulating warp tows however 
become fragile upon resin impregnation and zones where they enter and come out of the 
reinforcement might become zones of damage initiation. Considerably high loss in strength in warp 
direction seems to have caused mostly by this factor. 

It was observed that the change in thickness for the 3rd variant was moderate (Figure 2.12). Moderate 
changes in geometry upon impregnation translate into moderate loss of strength in both the warp 
(Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.55) and weft (Ct-c - C t-f  = -0.73) directions. 

2.5 CONCLUSION 

3D interlock woven reinforcement variants have been studied for evaluation of the changes that a 
carbon tow undergoes after weaving in order to understand the deformation mechanisms and transfer 
of strength from a multifilament tow to the composite.  

Average breaking strength of warp tows is reduced due to abrasion and friction during weaving 
process. In order to quantify this reduction in strength, tensile strength of samples obtained from 
loom and from virgin bobbins was compared. It was found that this reduction in strength due to 
damages incurred during weaving was much lower than that reported in previous researches (Rudov-
Clark, Mouritz, Lee, & Bannister, 2002; Lee, Rudov-Clark, Mouritz, Bannister, & Herszberg, 2002). In 
order to quantify the influence of binder path upon the strength transfer from a tow to an interlock 
reinforcement and finally to a composite, three closely related variants were conceived and woven on 
a modified weaving loom. It was found that the warp binder path influences not only properties in 
the warp direction, as is traditionally believed but in the weft direction as well. Arrangement of weft 
tows i.e., their reorganisation and resultant fibre-less voids also depend on the warp binder path. An 
additional weaving parameter which can influence the compactness of the structure is warp ordering 
in a through the thickness interlock structure. For similar weave design and fibre volume fractions in 
warp and weft, jaw type constructions were found to be more compact, stable and had greater 
bending rigidity as against twill type constructions. It means that jaw type constructions are easier to 
handle as they are less fragile. This is an important property during manual handling and lay-up. But 
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owing to higher bending rigidity these structures are less ‘mouldable’ then twill type structures which 
readily adopt the form of the mould. 

It was found that the dynamics of strength transfer for 3D interlock reinforcements woven using 
carbon multifilament tows are rather different from 2D traditional fabrics. The binding depth of 
interlocking warp plays an important role in determining the efficiency of the reinforcement in the 
loading direction. Increasing binding depth i.e. crimp amplitude of interlocking warp tows reduces the 
breaking strength of the composite in the warp direction. A mathematical index; strength transfer 
coefficient from tow to textile composite has been defined and calculated for woven reinforcements 
and composites, which enables us to determine the strength transfer from tows to the final structure. 
It is evident from the study presented here that the crimp amplitude plays an important role in 
determining the value of this coefficient. For through the thickness interlock reinforcement having 
high crimp amplitude in warp, a net loss of strength from tow to composite was observed as the 
strength transfer coefficient is less than unity. By decreasing crimp amplitude of interlocking warp 
tows, the strength transfer coefficient increases. For layer to layer geometries the strength transfer 
coefficient becomes greater than unity which signifies a net gain in strength as the tow is integrated 
in the 3D reinforcement. The binder path also influences properties in the weft direction. This is 
because of the fact that changing binder path implies changes in warp and weft interactions at 
interlacement points. Warp binders apply pressure on weft tows, and they can cause them to stack 
together hence influencing properties in weft direction through reorganisation of weft and creation of 
fibre-less voids.  

The strength transfer coefficients for dry reinforcements and composites have been compared in 
respective directions (warp and weft) for all the three variants. In all the cases loss in strength has 
been registered as reinforcement is impregnated to form a composite. However, the extent of this 
loss is different and varied. This difference has been correlated to the particular reinforcement 
geometry and changes it has undergone upon resin impregnation. 

It can be concluded that the evolution of mechanical properties from a tow to the reinforcement and 
finally to its composite depends on particular structural properties and response of the structure to 
different processing parameters. 
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The Influence of Structural Parameters on Mechanical 
Properties of 3D Warp Interlock Aramid Woven Fabrics 
3D warp interlock woven fabrics are involved in ballistic protection (Lefebre, Boussu, 2009) due to 
the enhanced mechanical properties through the thickness direction (Bilisik, 2016; Sun, Chen, 2015) 
and lightweight (Chen et al., 2012) as compared to the 2D fabric structure. It can also be efficiently 
draped with better surface quality and forms a complex shape along with good moulding capability 
while forming (Dufour et al., 2014). However, there are various factors that could affect the 
mechanical and moulding properties of the 3D warp interlock fabrics. Various research studies have 
investigated the influences of different parameters that affect the mechanical and moulding properties 
of 3D woven fabrics (Süle, 2012). Yarn type, yarn properties, weft density, fibre architecture, woven 
fabric structure, number of layers, weaving process, etc., are among the different parameters which 
could affect the mechanical and moulding properties of the 3D woven fabrics (Brandt et al., 1996; 
Chou et al., 1992; Stig, Hallström, 2009; Wang, 2006).  For example, the mechanical performances 
of 2D, UD and 3D woven structures were compared and the result shows that except the tensile 
strength, the 3D woven fabrics showed higher mechanical properties compared to 2D fabrics (Behera, 
2014). Moreover, the effect of different weft density on tensile strength behaviour of 3D angle 
interlock woven fabric was studied, and fabric with higher weft density showed better tensile strength 
performances (Nasrun et al., 2016). Another study also shows the influences of the 3D woven 
structure (3D orthogonal, 3D throughout angle interlocking and 3D layered angle interlocking) on the 
fabrics’ mechanical properties, especially on bending and tensile properties. In the study, the 
maximum and minimum bending and tensile modulus of elasticity (MOE) values were recorded for 
3D O-L structure and 3D A-T structure respectively, whereas, 3D A-T and 3D A-L structure fabric 
shows better and lower tensile elongation values respectively. The weft, warp and binder warp yarn 
have also shown an effect on tensile property of the 3D woven structures both in warp and weft 
directions (Peerzada et al., 2013). In the developments of seamless women's body armor, the good 
forming capability of the textile fabric material avoids the need for cutting and sewing (Tong, Mouritz, 
2002) of fabrics not only to properly mimic the upper women's torso shape but also minimize the 
direct production cost.  

The current sub-chapter presents the results on influences of fabric density on mechanical (bending 
and tensile) behaviours of 3D warp interlocks fabrics.  

Two variants of 3D warp interlock (O-L) structure namely, 5 and 7 weft layers, with different yarn 
density were manufactured using an automatic dobby loom in Ensait - Gemtex laboratory to 
investigate the effects of yarn/fabric density on the forming and other mechanical characterizations. 
Four 3D warp interlock fabrics with different weft and warp density, one with 5 layers and the other 
3 fabrics with 7 layers were developed.  Table 3.1 shows structural characteristics and properties of 
the produced 3D warp interlock fabrics. 
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Table 3.1 Structural characteristics and properties of the different 3D warp interlock fabrics 

Figure 3.1 shows the Schematic, 3D view and weave patterns of the developed 3D (O-L) warp 
interlock fabrics with 5 and 7 weft layers. and DBweave® software. 

 

Figure 3.1 Designing of the weave structure design for 3D Orthogonal layer-to-layer interlock woven fabric design using 
Wisetex® and DBweave® software 

 Sample preforms 
Parameters 3DS1 3DS2 3DS3 3DS4 
Total density of warp yarns (yarns/cm) 30 32 42 64 
Total density of weft yarns (yarns/cm) 30 49 38 35 
No. of warp layers 6 8 8 8 
No. of weft layers 5 7 7 7 
Warp density per layer (yarns/cm) 5 4 5 8 
Weft density per layer (yarns/cm) 6 7 5 5 
Fabric areal density(g/m2) 3115 4526 4543 5074 
Fabric thickness (mm) 0.55 0.654 0.68 0.72 
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The weaving loom was set-up in 24 heddle shafts with 2 weft and 12 warp zones. All the produced 
fabrics were used with similar 168 dtex linear density high performance yarns and 25 turns/100 cm 
yarn twist in the Z direction for both warp and weft yarns.  

Figure 3.2 shows both 5 weft layers fabric (with 30 yarns/cm) and 7 weft layers fabric (49 weft 
yarns/cm & 32 warp yarns/cm, 38 weft yarns/cm & 42 warp yarns/cm and 64 weft yarns/cm & 35 
warp yarns/cm) fabrics. 

The two variants of 3D orthogonal layer-by-layer interlock fabric structure having 5 and 7 weft layers 
based on different yarn density were considered. A rectangular 300 mm X 50 mm samples from each 
variant are prepared for bending property tests. Besides, the same dimension of samples but 
adhesively bonded on both ends with an extension of 50 mm are prepared for tensile tests. This 
would help to avoid errors in load-cell reading of displacements and strains due to the possibility of 
slippage of the specimens in the machine grip. 

Specimens for the bending, tensile and formability property test are shown in Figure 3.3 (a), (b) and 
(c) respectively. 

  

(a (b
Figure 3.3 Sample specimen preparation for 

(a) bending rigidity test and (b) tensile property test 

 3DS2  3DS1   

 3DS3  3DS4 

Figure 3.2 The 4 variants of produced interlock fabrics 
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3.1 EFFECT OF FABRIC DENSITY ON BENDING RIGIDITY OF 3D WARP 
INTERLOCK FABRIC 

The flexural rigidity of the selected different dry fabrics for ballistic applications was characterized 
using fabric stiffness testing apparatus following Standard Test Methods for Nonwovens Bending 
Length (WSP 90.5(05)) under the principle of the Cantilever (fabric stiffness testing apparatus) 
bending of specimens under its own mass. The apparatus was designed and set up with bending 
curvature based on the fixed angle (41.5°) method (ISO 4604, April 2004) which can adapt the proper 
specimen. 

The bending rigidities of the different preforms both in warp and weft directions were computed 
based on the average bending length, unit areal weight and bending curvature angle using either 
equation 1 or 2 depending on the testing conditions. 

𝐺 = 	
1

tan 𝜃
𝐶𝑜𝑠 𝜃2
]

	 ∙ 	
𝜌 ∙ 𝑙`

8 																																																								(3.1) 

Where: 

G is fabric flexural bending rigidity; 

ρ - fabric specimen own weight per unit area (mass per unit area x gravitational acceleration); 

l - over hanging length; 

θ - bending curvatures. 

Secondly, unlike the 3D warp interlock fabrics and other more rigid fabrics, the overhanging ends of 
the sample will touch the inclined plane before the other sample end reaches the tip of the horizontal 
plane. In this case, the testing can be performed until the sample specimen overhangs by its own 
weight and the forefront specimen edges touch the inclined sliding platform (41.5°). Therefore, the 
fabric flexural bending rigidity could be calculated as equation 3.2.  

𝐺 = 	 a
Bbcd

efghi
]

	 ∙ 	 jk
l

m
		, for θ = 41.5°, 

a
	Bbc	 d

nop	hi
]

= 1 

 𝐺 = 1	 ∙ 	jk
l

m
	 , since l/2 is the bending length and ρ is mass per unit area multiply by the acceleration 

due to gravity, the fabric flexural bending rigidity could be simplified as follows (3.2) 

𝐺 = 	𝑊	 ∙ 	𝑔	 ∙ 	𝑐	`	                    (3.2) 

Where: 

Gspecimen is the flexural bending rigidity of the specimen (N m); 

W is the specimen unit areal density (g/m2);  

C is the average bending length of the tested specimen (mm) and  
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g is the gravitational acceleration value (m/s2). 

Besides, in general, the average bending length of the different samples can be calculated using 
equation 3.3.  

𝐶 = 	 𝑙 2																																																																																	(3.3)t  

Where: 

C is the sample bending length; 

l is the specimen overhanging length while bending test. 

For both cases, the flexural rigidity of the different sample specimen was computed based on 
overhanging length (l), the sample specimen areal weight and it’s bending curvature (θ).  

In general, the bending length of textile materials depends on specific yarn density and the moving 
ability of weft and warp yarns within the fabrics. For instance, as the weft yarn density increases, the 
average bending length of the fabric in the warp direction will increase. This is due to the fact that, 
as the fabric possesses higher yarn density, the relative mobility of fibres in the yarn or/and yarns in 
the fabric become restricted. This will result an increase in the bending lengths of the tested fabrics. 
Figure 3.4 shows the average bending length values of 3D warp interlock fabric samples during 
bending property tests both in the warp and weft directions. Based on the result, it was found not a 
clear relationship among bending length and fabric density as a whole or yarn density in the specific 
warp or weft directions respectively. Besides fabric density, the yarn density in its particular direction 
also showed an effect on the fabric bending length values. Preform 3DS1 has shown approximately 
same bending length values both in the warp (11.95 mm) and weft (12.05 mm) direction due to their 
similar weft and warp yarn density (30 yarns/cm). On the contrary, 3DS2 shows higher bending length 
in the warp (14.65 mm) and lower in weft (11.75 mm) direction due to their respective higher weft 
(49 yarns/cm) and lower warp 
(32 yarns/cm) yarn density in the 
fabric. Moreover, due to higher 
warp (64 yarns/cm) and low weft 
(35 yarns/cm) yarn density, 3DS4 

possesses more bending length 
in the weft (14.67 mm) than 
warp (12.65 mm) direction. 

Moreover, the 3DS3 and 3DS2 

also possess the maximum (14.8 
mm) and minimum (11.75 mm) 
bending length due to the 
respective higher and lower yarn 
density in the weft direction. 
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Figure 3.4 Average bending length of 3D warp interlock fabrics in warp and 
weft direction 
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Figure 3.5 shows the relationships between the yarn density and fabric areal density with the fabric 
bending rigidity of the 3D warp interlock fabrics in warp and weft directions. In general, 2D fabrics 
having higher yarn density with lower yarn floating shows better fabrics bending rigidity. This due to 
the increment of yarn density brought higher frictional and geometrical restraints within and between 
yarns of the fabric. The bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics also shows a similar trend with 
the multi-layer 2D fabrics. Fabric with higher areal density brings better rigidity than with low areal 
density. According to our investigation, regardless of the variation in the weft or warp density, the 
bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics also depends on the overall fabrics' areal density. For 
example, 3DS3 shows same bending rigidity in both directions due to its similar yarn density in warp 
and weft directions (30 yarns/cm). On the contrary, 3DS2 revealed lower warp density and fabric 
areal densities as compared to 3DS3. However, the bending rigidity of 3DS3 was found higher in weft 
direction (144.4 µN m) as compared to 3DS2 (72 µN m) due to its overall fabric density. 

Similarly, 3DS3 also showed higher bending rigidity in weft (144.47 µN.m) as compared to warp 
(137.27 µN.m) direction due to its higher warp density (42 yarns/ cm) and weft density (38 yarns/cm) 
respectively. In a similar trend, the bending rigidity of sample 3DS4 is found higher in weft than warp 
direction due to its higher warp density. From a general point of view, the experimental results clearly 
show that, besides the effect of overall fabrics areal density, yarn densities in both directions greatly 
influence the bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics. The bending rigidity in the warp and weft 
directions were higher in fabrics having higher weft and warp yarns densities respectively. The 
bending rigidity ratio of 3D warp interlock fabric in warp and weft directions and its relation to yarn 
density ratio within the sample specimen are illustrated in  

 

Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3.5 Bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabric with different areal density in warp and weft directions 
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Table 3.2 Bending rigidity and yarn density ratios in warp and weft direction 

The results indicate that varying only on the total fabric density do not have significant effect on the 
flexural behaviours of the 3D woven fabrics. Homogenous flexural behaviour in both yarn directions 
was achieved when only both directions yarn density was found similar. Similarly, same bending 
rigidity ratio (Warp/Weft) was achieved for preforms having similar warp and weft yarn density 
(having yarn density ratio 1). Higher preforms bending rigidity was observed for those having lower 
yarn density ratio and vice versa. For instance, 3DS4 and 3DS2 show lower (0.64) and higher bending 
ratio (1.94) due to their respective higher (1.83) and lower yarn density ration (0.65). The result 
clearly suggest that the bending stiffness is directly related to the fabric surface density. Moreover, 
the fabric bending rigidity was also directly influenced by the yarn density. 

 Besides, the bending curvature of 3D warp interlock preforms while bending rigidity test were 
observed. An image captured by a digital camera was used to measure the average angle curvatures 
of the tested fabric both in warp and weft directions. Figure 3.6 shows the bending curvatures of 
different 3D warp interlock fabrics. 

 

No. Samples 
Bending rigidity ratio 

(Warp/Weft) 
Yarn density ratio 

(Warp/Weft) 
Fabric areal weight 

(g/m2) 

1 3DS1 0.975 1 3,115 

2 3DS2 1.94 0.65 4,526 

3 3DS3 0.95 1.105 4,543 

4 3DS4 0.64 1.83 5,074 

Samples Warp direction Weft direction 
3DS1 

  
3DS2 

  3DS3 

  
3DS4 

  
Figure 3.6  Bending curvatures of different sample preforms in the warp and weft direction 
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Like the bending length, the bending curvature angle depends on the corresponding warp and weft 
yarn densities in the specific directions. While measuring, the average bending angle of the fabrics in 
warp and weft directions are denoted by Ø and β respectively. Based on the observations, the bending 
curvatures for all 3D warp interlock fabric appears bulgier and warp direction (Ø) shows higher 
measurement than weft direction (β). However, as the density of the yarn increase, the average 
bending curvature was reduced in its corresponding yarn direction. This is due to as the yarn density 
increases in the particular direction with lower density in its cross direction, the fabric becomes less 
stiff and resistant toward bending. For example, even though 3DS4 and 3DS2 have higher yarn 
densities in the warp and weft directions respectively, it revealed better curvature and less stiffness 
as compared to other samples. 3DS1 shows similar and shorter average bending length with higher 
bending curvature as compared to the other type of preforms in both directions. Similarly, 3DS3 has 
comparable bending length but higher curvature angle in warp direction as compared to weft 
direction. On the other hand, 3DS2 shows more bending length with stiffer curvature in warp direction 
than weft direction. 3DS4  also demonstrates longer bending length and stiffer angle than other sample 
in weft direction. 

3.2 EFFECT OF DENSITY ON TENSILE PROPERTY OF 3D WARP 
INTERLOCK FABRIC  

 The tensile property characterizations of the different ballistic fabric specimen were performed 
following standard EN ISO 13 934-1 using an INSTRON 5900 tensile testing machine with a 250 KN 
load cell. The two jaws of the testing machine were initially 200 mm apart and having a speed of 100 
mm/min at room temperature. All the tensile specimens were tested in the machine (warp, MD) and 
cross (weft, CD) orientations until fracture. During testing, the force and the deformation values were 
measured and recorded for all samples. Figure 3.7 shows the uniaxial yarn/fabric tensile testing. 

Load 
sensor 

Bottom Clamp 

Tested 
yarn 

Upper 
Clamp 

(a) 

Upper Clamp  

Lower Clamp  

Specimen  

(b) 

Figure 3.7 Uniaxial tensile testing machine set-up 
(a) Yarn tensile testing device set-up and (b) Uniaxial fabric tensile testing 
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Figure 3.8 (a) and (b) shows the tensile load (N) vs. strain (%) curves of the average value of the 
five preforms for each 3D warp interlock fabrics in the warp and warp direction. The tensile loading 
response was found more or less similar for all tested specimens of each 3D warp interlock fabric 
preforms in both directions. 

Based on the graphs, both curves have shown very similar progression as the tensile load increases 
with higher strain values. In general, the strain vs strain curves can be divided into two parts. The 1st 
part of the non-linear curve revealed smaller load vs. strain values due to mainly the alignments of 
the yarn inside the fabric took some time before real deformation in the specific load direction. 
Besides, the strain values start to increase with small increments of tensile loads. On the contrary, 
the 2nd part of the curve has shown a linear progression where real straightening of yarn inside the 
fabric with rapid growth of tensile loads. The tensile load has been increased until the preform reaches 
its breaking point. 3DS2 shows higher maximum tensile load with the higher strain in the weft 
direction. However, samples 3DS1 and 3DS4 present weaker maximum tensile load at higher strain 
than sample 3DS2 and 3DS3. This clearly indicated that, yarn density in the specific direction shows a 
great influence on the tensile behaviours of the 3D warp interlock fabrics. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 3.8 Tensile load (N) vs. strain (%) curves of 3D warp interlock fabrics in the weft 
(a) and warp (b) direction 
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Moreover, as shown in Figure 3.8 (b), similar to weft direction, the maximum tensile loads with the 
strain in the warp direction depend on the yarn density. Samples 3DS4 and 3DS3 shows higher 
maximum tensile load with the higher strain in the warp direction as compared to sample 3DS1 and 
3DS2 due to their respective yarn density. In conclusion, higher yarn density in the respective warp 
or/and weft direction increases the maximum tensile load with maximum strain while deformation. 

3.3 CONCLUSION 

The influences of fabric density on the tensile and bending behaviours of 3D orthogonal warp interlock 
fabrics was studied on four types of 3D woven fabrics made of 168 tex p-aramid Kevlar yarn with 
different fabric densities. 

The bending rigidity of 3D warp interlock fabrics with higher fabric areal density shows higher values 
than low fabric areal density. For example, even though 3DS2 shows higher weft density but lower 
fabric areal density than 3DS3, it possesses lower bending rigidity in weft direction. Besides, the 
average bending curvature of the preform showed sharp bending curve with a reduced angle as the 
density of the yarn increases in the same bending direction.  Moreover, the fabric becomes very stiff 
and faces resistant to bend in the higher yarn density direction. 

The tensile strength of 3D warp interlock fabric was also influenced by the yarn densities in the 
respective directions. As the yarn density in their respective warp or/and weft directions increases, 
maximum tensile load with maximum strain also increases in specific directions. For example, 3DS4 
and 3DS2 show maximum tensile load and maximum strain in the warp and weft directions 
respectively.  
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Intelligent Composites Reinforced with Warp Interlock 
Woven Fabrics with Embedded Sensors 
The use of high-performance composite materials in aerospace, automotive, marine and civil 
engineering applications accelerated rapidly in the last decades. The main attraction of fiber 
reinforced composites is their light weight and high specific strength and stiffness that can be 
optimized for specific loading conditions. Good quality and reliability are basic requirements for 
advanced composite structures which are often used under harsh environments. In-service health 
monitoring of the fiber reinforced composite structures, using non-destructive evaluation (NDE), can 
help in better understanding the specific deformation modes and also in keeping the structure 
operating reliably and safely. 

Different approaches that can be used for structural health monitoring (SHM), including ultrasonic 
scanning, acoustic emission (AE), shearography, stimulated infrared thermography (SIT), fibre brag 
grating (FBG) sensors, vibration testing etc. have been discussed in detail in literature (Chung, 2002; 
Buyukozturk and Yu, 2003; Balageas, 2006; Farrar and Worden, 2007; Black, 2009). The classical 
NDE techniques hardly address this concern because of difficulties in making in situ implementation. 
Today design engineers lay special emphasis on the integration of sensors during manufacturing 
process which enables them to perform in situ health monitoring of the composite parts, reduce cost 
and improve the accuracy of measurements.  

For textile composites, one possible solution is to use intelligent textile materials and structures which 
provide real possibility for online and in situ monitoring of structural integrity. Such intelligent 
materials are made by coating or treating textile yarns, filaments or fabrics with nanoparticles or 
conductive & semi conductive polymers giving them special   properties. 

A review of piezoresistive sensing approaches already being applied to measure strain in textile 
composites shows that several sensing mechanisms exist (Dharap et al., 2004; Lorussi et al., 2005; 
Scilingo et al., 2003; Fiedler et al., 2004). These approaches may be categorized on the basis of 
manufacturing technology as nanotube networks, use of carbon tows for self-sensing and semi 
conductive coatings.  

Nanotubes have been investigated in detail for use as sensing mechanisms, both for smart textile 
applications and for structural health monitoring of composites (Lee et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2006; 
Hect et al., 2007; Thostenson and Chow, 2008; Li and Chou, 2008; Zhao et al., 2010). Significant 
challenges still exist in their development, for example the efficient growth of macroscopic-length 
carbon nanotubes, controlled growth of nanotubes on desired substrates, durability of nanotube- 
based sensors and actuators, effective dispersion in polymer matrices and their orientation. Therefore, 
there is a need to develop both experimental and analytical techniques to bridge the nano and macro 
scales towards optimization so as to use nanotube networks as sensors inside macroscale (fabric) or 
mesoscale (tow) composites (Li et al., 2008). 
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Carbon fibre reinforced composites offer a unique possibility of using carbon tows as sensing network 
because of their conductivity (Kaddour et al., 1994; Abry et al., 2001; Kupke et al., 2001; Muto et al., 
2001; De Baere et al., 2010). However, such an approach can only be used for conductive fibre-based 
composites. Moreover, before applying such an approach for structural health monitoring it is 
imperative to understand the deformation mechanism of the reinforcement. Any anomaly in the 
deformation mechanism can threaten the sensing mechanism’s validity and efficacy. 

As for semiconductive coatings, to date they have only been used for design of active components of 
intelligent textile structures, such as silicon flexible skins with regular textiles (Katragadda and Xu, 
2008), flexible fibrous transistors (Lee and Subramanian, 2005; Fortunato et al., 2008; Guerra et al., 
2009; Kagan, 2011) and other smart textile applications to manufacture consumer products and to 
detect physiological condition of the wearer (Baurley, 2003; Koncar et al., 2004; Wijesiriwardana, 
2006; Kim et al., 2008). But their use as embedded sensors for realization of smart reinforcements 
needs to be further investigated.  

It has been suggested in our previous research work that the use of intelligent textile approach in 
order to realize fibrous sensors compatible with SHM and composite technology is a very promising 
solution for real time in situ health monitoring of composite parts (Nauman et al., 2011-a; Nauman 
et al. 2011-b; Nauman et al. 2012; Cristian et al., 2011). In the case of high-performance textile 
composites these intelligent textile materials can be integrated during the manufacturing phase of 
the reinforcement or during the lay-up process. These materials perform dual function inside a 
composite as after integration in the reinforcement they not only act as a part of structural material 
but also have actuating, sensing and micro processing capabilities.  

In this chapter, a new approach of on-line SHM using fibrous sensors inserted inside textile composite 
reinforcements is presented. A novel flexible piezoresistive fibrous sensor has been developed and 
optimized for in situ structural deformation sensing in textile composites. The morphological and 
electro-mechanical properties of the fibrous sensors have been analysed using scanning electron 
microscopy, tomography and yarn tensile strength tester.  

The sensors were inserted as weft in woven reinforcement during the weaving process. The 
reinforcement was then impregnated in epoxy resin and was later subjected to quasi-static tensile 
loading and bending. An appropriate data acquisition module has been developed and used for data 
acquisition and its further treatment. 

It was found that the sensor was able to detect deformations in the composite structure until rupture 
since it was inserted together with reinforcing tows. The results obtained for carbon composite 
specimens under standard testing conditions have validated in situ monitoring concept using our 
fibrous textile sensors. Embedding such an intelligent piezoresistive sensor inside the reinforcement 
during weaving process is the most convenient and cost-effective way of insertion of a sensor for 
structural health monitoring. 
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4.1 SENSOR ARCHITECTURE 

4.1.1 General requirements 

The sensors have been designed to be embedded inside the textile reinforcement during weaving 
process and they have to present all the characteristics of a traditional textile material: flexibility, 
lightweight and capability of adopting the geometry of the reinforcement. The sensors must be 
sensitive enough to measure in situ strains inside the composite part. Sensitivity is important as the 
targeted application usually undergoes very low strains (< 2.5%) and even such low strains and/or 
vibrations during the lifetime of composite parts are critical. Often, they are used in areas where 
structural integrity cannot be compromised (aircraft wings, bodies etc). 

4.1.2 Coating solution - sensing structure and sensing principle 

Conductive polymers are some of the developments which seem to respond to specific properties of 
textile materials, like flexibility and deformability. Two sub-classes of conductive polymers can be 
identified: intrinsically conductive polymers and conductive polymer composites. Inherently 
conducting polymers are suitable for applications in many domains of intelligent textiles, but they 
present some substantial disadvantages, like infusibility or insolubility in common organic solvents, 
weak mechanical properties and poor processability. composite conductive polymers are obtained by 
blending (generally by melt mixing) an insulating polymer matrix (thermoplastic or thermosetting 
plastic) with conductive fillers like carbon black, carbon fibres or nanotubes, metallic particles or 
conductive polymers. The presence of filler particles in the matrix may have a negative impact on the 
mechanical properties of the final composite. Instead of this, the development in the field of 
composite conductive polymers seems therefore to be a promising approach for intelligent textiles 
own to simplicity of preparing and to their low cost. 

As coating solution, a conductive polymer composite based on dispersion of carbon black particles 
(Printex® L6) in polymer (Evoprene® 007) solution, using chloroform as a solvent was chosen 
(Cochrane et al., 2007). 

Conduction in such composites charged with conductive fillers depends on various phenomena, 
depending upon the filler geometry and their distribution in the polymer. 

The transition between the insulating and conductive states occurs at a particular volume 
concentration of conductive filler. This critical concentration is termed as “percolation threshold”. 
Around the percolation threshold a sudden and rapid drop in resistivity is observed. This is because 
of the formation of conductive networks of fillers. At the percolation threshold these networks are 
just enough to allow electrons to flow through. When filler particles are in direct contact, the electrical 
conduction is explained by metallic conduction and hopping. In metallic conduction the band structure 
of the material is overlapping which allows the electrons to flow from one site to another without 
energy input. When there is gap or barrier (a polymer layer in this case) between the filler particles, 
the electrons need to jump from one site to another. This hopping can be either short range hopping 
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(sites energetically distant and geographically close) or variable range hopping (sites energetically 
close and geographically distant). Due to its dual nature, as predicted by quantum mechanics, the 
electron is able to hop even though its kinetic energy is less than the potential energy of the barrier. 
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle suggests that an electron has a nonzero probability of moving 
from one side of any physical barrier to another. When an electron wave meets a potential barrier 
(polymer film) the wave does not instantly go to zero. Instead it starts to decay exponentially within 
the potential barrier. If the wave does not reach zero by the time it reaches the other end of the 
barrier then there is a finite probability that it will be found on the other side of the barrier implying 
that the wave effectively “tunnels” through the non-conductive barrier (Peratech, 2011). This is shown 
schematically in the Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of quantum tunneling 

When these composites are subjected to tensile loading the filler particles displace relative to one 
another. This results in an average increase in inter-particle distance, breakage of certain percolation 
networks and an increase in potential energy of barriers for electron hopping. The combined effect 
of all of these phenomena is a net increase in the resistivity of the composite. This property can be 
used for detecting tensile loading in any composite part. When compression is applied on a polymer 
composite filled with conductive particles, the inter particle distance is reduced. This translates into 
an increase in conductivity as more electrons can flow through filler particles physically in contact and 
tunnel through the barriers which under compression become “thinner” and the probability that 
decaying electron wave crosses over to the other end is higher. This property can be used for 
compression sensing.  

Based on previous research (Cochrane et al., 2007) a 35% carbon black solution was chosen for the 
coating of fibrous sensors. 

4.1.3 Fibrous substrate 

In order to characterize the sensitivity and adherence of the coating on different substrates, the 
carbon black solution was coated on different yarns (71 tex cotton spun yarns; 48.2 tex polyethylene 
monofilament and 25 tex polyamide monofilament). Visual inspection of the surfaces of coated yarns 
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shows that the coating is more uniform for synthetic monofilaments compared to cotton yarns. The 
cotton yarns absorb the conductive solution, which penetrates inside the pores and interstices much 
like a dye. This particular phenomenon could be a source of non-homogeneity in sensor electrical and 
mechanical properties, as the spun yarn is non uniform as compared to filaments, the coating and 
thus the resistivity achieved could be non-uniform. Moreover, the greatest inconvenience with coated 
cotton spun yarns is their low sensitivity during the initial tensile loading phase. 

The electrical resistance values were measured on 12 coated samples of each variant using a 
multimeter. The resistivities were then calculated using the yarn/filament fineness, yarn/filament 
lengths and these measured electrical resistance values. Figure 4.2 gives a comparison of calculated 
resistivity values of conductive layer deposited on different fibrous substrates. It can be seen that 
coated polyethylene filaments show relatively lower dispersion of resistivity as compared to coated 
polyamide filaments. 

 

Figure 4.2 Resistivity values calculated for different substrates coated with 35 wt.-% carbon black solution. 

In order to carry out tensile tests on coated yarns and monofilaments, an MTS 1/2 tester was used. 
Samples underwent quasi-static tensile loading at a constant test speed of 5 mm/min. For the purpose 
of electrical resistance variation measurement during the tensile testing, a simple voltage divider 
circuit and Keithley® KUSB-3100 data acquisition module were employed. Figure 4.2 shows some of 
the results for electrical resistance variation, expressed as normalised resistance (ΔR/R) during tensile 
testing, obtained using different substrates for coating.  

Initial electrical resistance of the coating on cotton yarns is much lower than on monofilaments, but 
since the cotton spun yarns are inherently irregular, the coatings obtained are not homogenous and 
the results for different coated yarns vary widely in their response to tensile loading (Figure 4.3-a). 
Due to particular fineness of the polyamide monofilament it was found that slight non-homogeneity 
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in coating on the surface can result in breakdown of the conductive paths, as is obvious from Figure 
4.3-b. As a result, the behaviour of polyamide is highly inconsistent. Polyethylene monofilaments 
provide a reasonably good compromise as the substrate. The coatings on polyethylene are easy to 
achieve due to good substrate/conductive solution interfacial properties. Moreover, the relatively large 
diameter of the polyethylene monofilaments employed here, allow the substrate take up to be just 
enough for achieving measurable initial resistance of the coated sensors. As the curves in Figure 4.3-
c show, the polyethylene coatings are reproducible as the curves for all the four samples are nearly 
identical as opposed to polyamide and cotton. This is because of the fact that the coating achieved 
on polyethylene monofilaments are relatively 
homogeneous. Homogeneous coatings result in 
lower dispersion of resistivity, as is obvious 
from curves in Figure 4.3-c.  

Another important feature of the curves 
presented in Figure 4.3 is the greater deviations 
in normalized resistance plots at higher strains. 
This again depends on the extent of uniformity 
achieved while coating the substrate. At higher 
strain rates, non-uniform coatings tend to crack 
where there is a thin deposited layer. This 
causes a marked increase in resistance 
whenever a conductive track breaks up. 
Polyethylene substrates exhibit better 
performance in this respect, as well as the 
deviations at higher strains are minimal for 
curves presented in Figure 4.3-c. In view of all 
of these advantages, polyethylene 
monofilaments were chosen for sensor 
development.  

In order to reduce the initial electrical 
resistance two ply polyethylene filaments were 
used. These were coated with the polymer 
solution as described above. 

  
Figure 4.3 Electrical resistance variation during tensile strength 
tests on different yarn and filament substrates coated with 35 

wt.-% carbon black solution. (a) Cotton spun yarns; (b) 
Polyamide monofilaments; (c) Polyethylene monofilaments. 
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4.1.4 Sensor final characteristics 

The two ends of the coated polyethylene filaments were additionally coated with silver paint in order 
to reduce contact resistance and fine copper wire was attached to the two ends with the help of this 
paint. In this way, secure connections were realized. Details of its connections at the two ends can 
also be observed in Figure 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.4 Carbon black coated sensor with silver coated connections 

Prior to insertion in the carbon fibre reinforcement, the sensor should be coated with an insulating 
layer. This is because of the fact that the carbon multifilament tows used for weaving of composite 
reinforcement are conductive and may disturb the functioning of piezoresistive fibrous sensor. Natural 
rubber-based latex supplied by VossChemie® was chosen as the final coating layer to insulate the 
sensor from surrounding carbon tows. The liquid latex is prevulcanised with sulfur and contains cross-
linking points. Transversal and longitudinal sections of the sensor are given in Figure 4.5. 

  

a)       b)  

Figure 4.5 a) Transversal section (SEM); b) Longitudinal section (Tomography) of the sensor 

Sensor structural and geometrical parameters along with initial electrical resistance are shown in 
Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Sensor characteristics 

The resistance has been measured between 2 electrodes (crocodile clips, 40 cm apart), being the 
total electrical resistance of the conductive layer. The contact resistance between the sensor and the 
crocodile clips of electrodes can be considered as negligible. The electrical resistivity of the carbon 
black coating is supposed to be homogeneous as the conductive charges are uniformly distributed 
over the surface of the substrate. 

4.2 OUT OF COMPOSITE SENSOR TESTING 

In order to verify that the sensor is sensitive at very low strains (< 2.5 %), tensile tests have been 
carried out, prior to insertion of the sensor in the composite structure. The sensors were tested on 
MTS ½ tester, under quasi-static tensile loading at a constant test speed of 5 mm/min. This tests 
also lead to the calculation of gauge factor and Young modulus values for the sensor. 

4.2.1 Data acquisition module 

The same Keithley® KUSB-3100 data acquisition module was employed for the purpose of voltage 
variation during tensile testing. This time, a special set-up containing a Wheatstone bridge and an 
amplifier was used to measure unknown variable resistance of the sensor as a function of output 
voltage. As is obvious from curves presented in Figure 4.3-a, b and c, that the simple voltage divider 
circuit is not adequate for the measurement of resistance change in case of sensors developed here. 
These piezoresistive sensors produce a very small percentage change in resistance in response to 
physical phenomena such as strain. Moreover, the output signal has considerable noise. Generally, a 
bridge measures resistance indirectly by comparison with a similar resistance. Wheatstone bridges 
offer an attractive solution for sensor applications as they are capable of measuring small resistance 
changes accurately. Figure 4.6 shows schematic diagram of the data acquisition module developed 
and used for data acquisition and its further treatment. 

No. Parameters UM Value 

1 Linear density of substrate (polyethylene filament) tex 48.23 

2 Diameter of the filament mm 0.70 

3 Average width of the sensor cross section mm 1.68 

4 Average thickness of the sensor cross section mm 1.26 

5 Aspect ratio of the sensor (width/thickness) - 1.33 

6 Initial resistance of the sensors kΩ 43.3 
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Figure 4.6 Schematic of instrumentation amplifier connected to Wheatstone bridge 

4.2.2 Tensile testing results 

The resistance variation data thus obtained for different test results was treated for noise reduction 
using a low pass filter. The resultant stress-strain-normalized resistance relationship curve up to 
2.75 % elongation of the out of composite sensor (before insertion in the reinforcement) is shown in 
Figure 4.7-a and 7-b. 

   

                     a)                                                                    b) 

Figure 4.7 Normalized resistance and stress against strain for sensor outside composite. a) Tensile test up to 2.75% 
elongation; b) Hysteresis 10 cycles at 0.5% extension 

It may be noticed in Figure 4.7-a that the stress vs. strain curve has the same shape as the normalised 
resistance (ΔR/R) vs. strain curve. This validates the electromechanical properties of our fibrous 
sensor for strains ranging from 0 to 2.75%. In Figure 4.7-b, the hysteresis results of the sensor for 
10 cycles are given. For this test, the sensor underwent 0.5% extension at a constant cross head 
displacement rate of 5 mm/min, followed by compression in each cycle. The hysteresis test also shows 
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that the sensor is capable of following the extension and compression patterns in each cycle. It can 
also be noticed that the hysteresis is high for the first cycle which reduces gradually and for the 10th 
cycle the sensor exhibits almost linear behaviour. This loss in hysteresis with increasing number of 
cycles can be attributed to permanent breakage of some of the percolation networks. It should be 
recalled that these sensors have been optimised so as to have volume concentration of carbon 
nanoparticles corresponding to the percolation threshold. At the percolation threshold the conductivity 
in the nano particle filled composites is due to particle-particle contact, electron hopping and tunnel 
effect. As the sensor undergoes repeated loading and unloading, some of the percolation networks 
responsible for conduction due to physical contact, break down completely. This results in sensor 
conductivity depending more and more on the tunnel effect with increasing number of cycles. This 
causes the sensor behaviour to become less hystyrical and more linear. 

After this test, the gauge factor (K) and Young modulus (E) values of the sensor have been calculated: 
K = 12.3; E = 520.8 MPa. 

The linear relationship between relative electrical resistance change ( ) and the strain of the 

strain gauge can be given as follows:  

                                                        (3.1) 

Where: 

ΔR is the change in electrical resistance caused by elongation or contraction (Ω); 

R is the initial resistance of the sensor (Ω); 

K is constant of proportionality (gauge factor). Its value depends on the type of material;  

ε is strain in the sensor. 

Within the elastic limit, the stress-strain relationship can be given as follows: 

                                                           (3.2) 

Where: 

E is Young’s modulus; 

σ is stress (N/mm2). 

Combining equation (3.2) and equation (3.1), the following relationship is obtained: 

                                                       (3.3) 

Figure 4.8 shows the comparison of calculated and measured variation of normalized electrical 
resistance as a function of applied stress for the sensor before its insertion in the reinforcement. 
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Figure 4.8 Calculated and measured variation of normalized electrical resistance with stress 

It can be observed in Figure 4.8 that the behaviour of the sensor is almost linear in the measured 
range. The calculated and measured plots for normalized resistance variation with the applied stress 
agree closely with one another. The slight deviation in measured sensor behaviour can be attributed 
to non-uniform coating at certain locations of the sensor. Although the sensor was coated very 
carefully using a manual coating technique but due to very volatile nature of the solvent and its short 
pot life, achieving uniform coatings is difficult and sometimes non uniformity is caused on the surface 
in the form of micro beads and fissures. The coating process needs further optimisation.  

4.3 COMPOSITE MANUFACTURING AND SENSOR PLACEMENT 

The 3D interlock woven fabric used as reinforcement was woven using 200 Tex carbon tows in warp 
and weft having 6 K filaments in the cross section. These multifilament tows were provided by 
Hercules Inc. The resin employed for impregnation of woven reinforcement was epoxy EPOLAM 5015. 
As 3D weave structure, an orthogonal 
interlock having 13 weft layers and 12 
warp layers with layer-to-layer binding 
was chosen (Figure 4.9-a). The 
reinforcement was woven on a modified 
weaving loom - ARM PATRONIC® (Figure 
4.9-b). 

Technical specifications of the 
reinforcement, including its thickness 
are given in Table 4.2. 

 
a) b) 

Figure 4.9 Weaving of  warp-interlock reinforcement on modified 
loom; a) Unit cell of interlock weave structure; b) Interlock woven 

fabric during weaving on ARM PATRONIC® loom 
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Table 4.2 Reinforcement specifications 

The placement of sensor in the reinforcement was decided so that the sensor was inserted in the 
middle of the structure (related to thickness) for the samples intended for traction test and at the top 
and bottom of the reinforcement for the samples for bending test. These sensors were integrated at 
the top and bottom faces in order to allow simultaneous mapping of compression and traction at the 
top and bottom of the reinforcement when they undergo bending.  

The sensors were inserted during the weaving process, as a weft yarns and they follow the same 
trajectory as the carbon weft yarns inside the reinforcement. The sensors were inserted in addition 
to the carbon tows in their respective layers so that they do not affect the structural properties of the 
reinforcement. The TexGen® generated geometry of the reinforcements together with sensor 
trajectories is shown in Figure 4.10. 

No Parameter UM 
Samples for 

tensile test bending test 

1 Linear density of warp tow tex 200 200 

2 Linear density of weft tow tex 200 200 

3 Average thickness of reinforcement mm 6.5 8.5 

4 Warp tows density tows/cm 24 24 

5 Weft tows density tows/cm 169 169 

6 Areal weight g/m2 3908 4699 

Figure 4.10 TexGen® generated geometry of woven reinforcement with sensors inserted as weft 
tows. a) Sensor inserted in the middle of reinforcement (samples for traction test); b) Sensors 
inserted  on top and bottom faces of the reinforcement (samples for bending test) 

a) b) 
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After weaving, the reinforcement was carefully removed from the loom. The 13-layer reinforcement 
with integrated sensors was directly impregnated in resin using VARTM technology. The connections 
of sensors which remain outside the reinforcement at the two ends were carefully isolated from the 
rest of the mould so as to protect them and to prevent their resin impregnation. This was achieved 
by creating two vacuum sub-moulds inside the larger mould. 

The surface photograph of the reinforcement with protruding sensor connections protected by 
vacuum sub-moulds is shown in Figure 4.11. 

The impregnated composite were cut into slabs of 25 2.5 cm for the tensile test and 16.5 cm  1.5 
cm for bending test, according to the norms ISO 527-4, 1997and NF EN ISO 14125: 1998, 
respectively. Each of the carbon composite specimens for traction test had one sensor in the middle 
of the slub and the samples for 3-point bending test had two sensors for compression and traction 
detection, as shown in Figure 4.12-a and b. 

´ ´

Figure 4.11 Surface photograph of 13 layer interlock reinforcement with protruding sensor 
connections, prepared for resin impregnation 

a) 

b) 

Figure 4.12 Carbon composite specimen with protruding sensor connections 
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4.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF COMPOSITE WITH INTEGRATED 
SENSOR 

4.4.1 Tensile testing 

The composite specimens were 
tested on Instron 8500 tester 
(Figure 4.13-a and b). Tensile 
strength tests were performed on 
the composite specimens according 
to ISO 527-4, 1997 in the weft 
direction i.e., the direction parallel 
to the inserted sensor. 

The same Wheatstone bridge was 
used for resistance variation 
measurement. The configuration of 
the testing equipment was also kept 
the same. The composite structural 
part was tested at constant test speed of 5 mm/min. The composite underwent traction until rupture. 

Resultant stress-strain-resistance relationship curve is shown in Figure 4.14. It can be observed that 
the normalized resistance follows the stress-strain curve. The stress-strain-resistance curve can be 
divided into four regions: the initial stiff region - where the composite exhibits toughness against the 
applied load represented by high slope; the tows straightening region; the second stiff region and 
the zone of rupture. The rupture occurred at the strain of 0.52 %, after which the tensile strength 
tester came back to its initial position at the same speed (5mm/min). Since the fibrous sensor has 
not been broken, the normalised resistance (ΔR/R) decreased until zero as the tester returned to its 
initial position. However, this decrease was not linear because the sensor was still intact while the 
resin-senor interface was partially damaged which caused its non-linear behaviour. 

  

a) b) 

Figure 4.13 Instron 8500 tensile strength tester 

Figure 4.14  
Normalized resistance and stress 
against strain for sensor inside 
composite 
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Due to the high difference in yarn densities (24 warp yarns/cm vs. 169 weft yarn/cm), the weft tows 
are highly crimped. In the initial stiff region micro cracks start appearing as the composite specimen 
undergoes traction but the interface at resin and multifilament tows is still intact. That’s why the 
composite exhibits rigid behaviour. In Figure 4.14 it can be observed that after the initial stiff region 
the highly crimped tows tend to straighten due to increasing tensile load in the second region. In this 
region the micro cracks give way to relative slippage of highly crimped tows in their sockets i.e., the 
resin-tow interface is relatively weakened. It can also be remarked that the sensor resistance follows 
the stress strain curve but in the second region the electrical resistance curve is noisier as compared 
to other regions of the curve which might signify the slippage of tows as well as the sensor in their 
sockets. This second region is followed by the third region called the second stiff region where the 
tows are locked in their sockets. In this region the tows resist the applied load and exhibit stiff 
behaviour as they regain some of their initial stiffness after the straightening of tows in the second 
region. The electrical resistance varies almost linearly with the applied load, in this region. The third 
region is followed by the zone of rupture of the composite in which the electrical resistance, having 
attained the highest value starts dropping down. The normalized resistance starts dropping after the 
rupture. The fact that the sensor resistance attains its initial value after the rupture signifies that the 
sensor, owing to its elastic properties, is not destroyed with the composite. This fact was confirmed 
by tomographical image of the samples which underwent traction, shown in Figure 4.15. Sensor path 
near the zone of rupture can be observed. 

The insulating medium on the sensor surface needs to have good adherence with the epoxy resin 
and carbon fibre reinforcements. In Figure 4.15 can be observed that even in the fracture zone, the 
embedded sensor has not completely debonded from bulk of the composite. This is a proof of very 
strong latex-epoxy adhesion. A kink in the sensor can be observed which is caused by the relaxation 
of sensor as it tries to regain its original dimensions after the tensile loading damages the composite 
sample. Small cracks do appear in the conductive layer. However latex layer which acts as insulating 
medium between the bulk of the composite and the conductive carbon layer remains intact. 

Figure 4.15 Tomographical images of sensor inside a tested sample near the zone of rupture (longitudinal section) 
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The insulation coating around the sensor renders it thick as well which is undesirable for high 
performance composite materials as thick insulation coatings might adversely affect the mechanical 
properties. 

4.4.2 Bending test 

The 3-point bending tests on composite samples were carried out on Instron 1185 tester, according 
to the same norm (NF EN ISO 14125: 1998). In Figure 4.16, the composite specimen is seen loaded 
on Instron tester during 3-point bending test. 

The top and bottom sensors were connected in Wheatstone bridge configuration to the data 
acquisition module in order to record resistance variation. The same acquisition module Keithley® 
KUSB-3100 was employed for the purpose of data acquisition during bending tests. Special data 
amplification and linearization modules were attached to the data acquisition module in order to 
reduce noise and to amplify the sensor signal. Schematic representation of the data acquisition set 
up is shown in Figure 4.17. 

Figure 4.16 Carbon composite specimen is seen loaded on Instron 1185 Tester 

Figure 4.17 Schematic diagram of instrumentation amplifier and data acquisition 
module connected to sensors in Wheatstone bridge configuration 
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3-point bending test was performed until complete fracture of the specimen, at a constant 
displacement rate of 3.5 mm/min. The resultant force-displacement curve plotted against variation in 
normalized resistance for the two sensors is shown in Figure 4.18. 

The analysis of test results plotted in Figure 4.18 shows that the sensors are capable of following the 
loading and onset of damage in the composite. A small peak in the upper sensor plot is followed by 
the maximum load in the force-displacement plot. This load coincides with a bend in lower sensor 
plot. It might be because the maximum force does not necessarily correspond with rupture in all the 
composite layers. The maximum compression loading may have been achieved before the maximum 
tensile loading. The slope of the upper and lower sensor plots generally changes after the rupture of 
the composite. The upper sensor plot soon afterwards saturates whereas the lower sensor plot 
continues to follow the tensile loading of the lower composite part. Each load drop in the force-
displacement curve coincides with sharp vertical rise in lower sensor curve until the composite sample 
fails completely and the saturation point of upper sensor output is achieved as well. 

Crimp in the sensor does not have negative influence over its damage detection capability. This is 
because of the fact that sensor is constrained by the tows inside the reinforcement. Moreover, when 
the resin impregnation takes place, further sensor fixation is affected. Since the sensor adopts the 
geometry of reinforcement tows, it is expected to deform much like the surrounding tows inside the 
composite. Therefore, sensor crimp does not adversely affect its sensitivity and damage detection 
ability. This conjecture is supported by the plots given in Figure 4.18. 

Figure 4.18 Force-displacement plot against normalized resistance variation for the two sensors inside 3D 
carbon composite specimen tested until fracture at constant displacement rate of 3.5 mm/min 
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4.5 CONCLUSION 

A filament substrate-based nano-particle coated sensors have been shown to detect different 
mechanical properties of composites such as their deformation under tensile and flexural loading. 
These sensors can also be used to register stress-strain history prior-to and after the initiation of 
damage.  

The propagation of cracks and ultimate fracture events are also detected by the sensors inserted 
strategically inside the composite. This has been shown by the integration of these sensors as weft 
tows in specially selected weft positions for tensile and flexural tests.  

These sensors are not only flexible, lightweight and low cost but are also capable of being inserted 
inside the reinforcement during the production phase. 

Since these sensors are inserted as weft during weaving on the modified loom, their integration is 
cost effective and no separate step is required to be added in the composite manufacturing process.  

Strategic location of these sensors inside the reinforcement and their sensitivity is imperative for 
extracting maximum information related to deforming phenomena occurring during loading. For 
tensile loading the sensor has been inserted in the middle layer of the reinforcement. Whereas for 
bending two sensors have been inserted in top and bottom layers.  

The results show that these sensors can be integrated inside the 3D interlock reinforcement to form 
an ‘intelligent textile neural network’ capable of generating useful information about the composite 
‘health’. Nevertheless, the interpretation of information gathered from sensor signals needs to be 
further developed through data analysis techniques.  
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Part II –  Scientific, professional and academic future 
development plans 
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General scientific and professional objectives 

Similarly to the author’s professional career to date, their plans for the future are to continue 
progressing teaching and research activities in the domain of woven fabrics, with a focus on 3D woven 
fabrics for technical high performance applications (advanced composites, EM shielding equipment 
and smart textiles. 

II.1. Research Developments 

Future plans for research include the following areas of focus: 

• Continuing researching the use of smart composites with embedded sensors in the 
automotive industry 

• Furthering research on using 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics for electromagnetic shielding 
• The usage of Smart Textiles with embedded sensors in medical applications 

II.1.1. Smart composites with embedded sensors for the automotive industry: 

Optimising vehicle designs for energy efficiency is a major trend in the automotive industry as more 
and more emphasis is placed on minimising environmental impact by regulatory constraints and 
market trends. The expectations today are that vehicles have to have minimal CO2 emissions while 
maintaining high performance, reliability, safety and comfort. One major way in which producers 
attempt to achieve lighter designs is developing complex new structures as replacement for the 
heavier metal parts commonly used in vehicles, without compromising their desirable mechanical and 
qualitative characteristics. 

Considering preliminary studies presented in this paper regarding the usage of piezoresistive fibrous 
sensors for SHM, the author aims to continue studying the ability of these sensors to measure dynamic 
impact data. Such studies are to be carried on the feasibility of using these sensors in a real-world 
application – an automotive impact attenuator. An Impact Attenuator (IA) is a structure designed to 
progressively absorb a large amount of impact energy in order to protect the passengers in vehicles 
from fatal injuries. At the moment, most IAs are made from aluminium alloys or alloy steel. Composite 
materials reinforced with long fibres are potentially well suited for impact structures for increasing 
crash safety. In contrast to metallic impact structures that involve plastic deformation, the energy of 
the impact is absorbed via fracture mechanisms since there is no yielding of the material. 

In the context of autonomous electric vehicles becoming a major trend in the automotive industry, 
development of high performance/lightweight/smart IAs that maintain or exceed the performance of 
heavier ones is essential. The integration of fibrous sensors in the structure of an IA is an international 
first, and offers unprecedented detail of deformation data, crucial in both the design stages of the 
product (allowing for better and faster testing and subsequent redesign) and in providing insight into 
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the dynamics of crashes (more information about the speed and direction of the crash, allowing for 
decisive accident investigations). 

The author’s goal is demonstrating the experimental model of a high-performance Impact Attenuator 
for the automotive industry made of intelligent textile composite materials reinforced with 3D woven 
high-performance fibres (carbon, aramid, polyester HM) with embedded piezoresistive fibrous 
sensors, capable of logging impact events and measuring degrees of their intensity. 

The IA will be entirely made with textile 
composites materials with 3D woven 
reinforcement. It has a “sandwich” structure 
composed of two impact-resistant composite 
panels with a core of honeycomb-shape 
composite with very good kinetic energy 
absorption proprieties (Fig. 1). The panels will 
be created from composite materials reinforced 
with 3D-interlock woven fabric. The “sandwich” 
core is intended to be a composite material reinforced with 3D spacer woven fabrics with honeycomb 
openings. Figure 2 presents such spacer fabric woven with hemp/cotton yarns. The fibrous sensors 
will be integrated as yarns in the reinforcement both in the outer panels and the core. The FS could 
be placed in key locations in order to measure data regarding the stress and deformation of the IA 
during testing and usage. 

 

  

a) flat b) open 

Fig. 2 - 3D-Spacer woven fabric (TUIASI) 

 

All the reinforcements will be impregnated with resin (PES, epoxy) by vacuum assisted resin transfer 
moulding method (VARTM). The composite for the core and panels with embedded sensors will be 
assembled into the IA and tested for quasi-static and dynamic compression. 
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II.1.2. 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics for electromagnetic shielding 

Textiles have been suggested for some time in the applications of electromagnetic shielding 
effectiveness (EMSE), mainly due to the increase of the concerns about health issues caused by 
human exposure to the radiations. EMSE can be performed using electrically conductive materials 
(e.g. silver and copper) to protect the human body against the detrimental effects of electromagnetic 
waves. Therefore, numerous studies related to the manufacturing of conductive fabrics for EMSE 
applications at different frequency ranges have been completed. 

Preliminary research the author participated in (Toghchi, M.J, Loghin, C., Cristian, I. et al., The Effects 
of Structural Parameters of 3D Warp Interlock Woven Fabrics with Silver-based Hybrid Yarns on 
Electromagnetic Shielding Behavior, 2019, Textile Research Journal on 04.11.2019, F/2018 = 1,54, 
ranked Q1, on-line first) showed that 3D warp interlock structures with conductive yarns present 
interesting proprieties applicable in electromagnetic shielding. 

The main objective of our preliminary study was to investigate the increase in the electromagnetic 
shielding effectiveness of a set of five variants of 3D warp interlock woven fabrics containing silver 
multifilament yarns arranged in a 3D orthogonal grid (Table 1) 

Table 1 - Longitudinal section, 3D conductive network and 3D rendering for the designed 3D warp-interlock woven fabrics. 

Var.  
Longitudinal section of 
3D fabric containing 
conductive yarns* 

3D conductive network inside 
warp interlock woven fabric 

3D warp interlock woven fabric 

V1 

  

 

V2 

 
 

 

WEFT WARP 

WEFT WARP 
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V3 

  
 

V4 

  
 

DL 

 
 

 
 

*Legend:   Silver/cotton warp yarn;    Cotton warp yarn;   Silver/cotton weft yarn;   
Cotton weft yarn 

The EMSE enlargement as a factor of increasing the quantity of the conductive material per unit area 
was investigated. The EMSE was measured in an anechoic chamber and the shielding was satisfactory 
for all the variants in the frequency range of 1–6 GHz (19–44 dB). The results revealed that increasing 
only 7% of the waviness degree of the conductive warps led to 17% EMSE improvement due to 
increasing of the conductive yarns through the thickness of the variants. 

In future research the author aims to continue studying this field and to investigate the mode in which 
the distribution of conductive yarns in the 3D woven structure can increase the degree of EM shielding 
proprieties without increasing the quantity of conductive material used per unit area. 

II.1.3. Smart textiles with embedded sensors for medical applications 

The industry of fabrics with embedded sensors and conductive fabrics is growing as more and more 
practical applications for them are found, especially in healthcare and protection fields. Also due to 
the fact that E-fabrics are much more flexible than standard metal wire, conductive fabrics are being 
utilized in the electronics industries to help make smaller electronics products. 

Smart fabrics can be made directly from smart materials (which can sense, react and/or adapt to 
environmental stimuli - i.e. piezoelectric polymers, shape-memory polymers, temperature-responsive 
polymers etc.), or can be built as a system containing different components, in which case all textile 

WEFT WARP 

WEFT WARP 

WEFT WARP 
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circuit elements have to be built to be adapted to the textile substrates – i.e. sensors are embedded 
in the textile structure and communicate through conductive material to a controlling device and an 
actuator. 

The sensors used in smart textiles must have similar characteristics to usual textiles so that the 
specific appearance and proprieties of the final product to be acceptable (same flexibility and touch 
as usual textiles etc.). Development of fibre-like sensors or thin sensing films printed on the surface 
of the fabrics were the two solutions adopted by researchers in the smart textile industry. Fibre-like 
sensors can be incorporated into textile-based structures using the available textile technologies 
(weaving/knitting/braiding). Thin fibrous sensors from metal, conductive polymer, piezoelectric 
material, optic fibre etc. can be integrated in woven structures as a sensitive grid (Fig. 3)  

 

The domain of smart textiles with embedded sensors is a very up to date one, with large companies 
such as Google (Jacquard Project) and Apple being interested in it. 

Project Jacquard, out of Google’s ATAP lab (Advanced Technology and Projects), proposes designing 
touch-responsive woven fabrics for clothing, tablecloths, rugs, or other things made out of fabric. 
ATAP researchers used classical textile technologies for creating a collection of yarns with a thin 
conductive core wrapped in a textile sheath, engineered to have the same look, flexibility, feel and 
colour as traditional yarns. Jacquard yarns are a combination of metal alloys and common natural or 
synthetic fibres, like cotton or polyester. The yarn-like sensors work with sewing machines and 
industrial looms. Apple filed a patent for a weaving loom that can insert yarns painted with a 
conductive ink such that electric circuitry can be formed in the woven fabric that are integral to its 
structure. 

Being previously interested in the domain (co-author of 2 papers on the topics of smart sensors for 
impaired people and team member in Smart textiles for STEM training project) the author intends to 
work on developing a textile-like chemical sensor for monitoring human health. An important source 
of relevant information regarding the health and comfort status of human body is represented by the 

Base yarns 

Fibrous sensors 

Fig. 3. Fibrous sensors embedded in a 
woven fabric 
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skin, which is intrinsically equipped with natural, highly efficient sensors and actuators. We intend to 
demonstrate that a realistic design of the genuine receptive textile structures represents the key 
prerequisite in producing sensors, dedicated to measure physical-chemical parameters of the human 
skin surface, by direct contact with it. Figure 4 shows the principle diagram of a textile-like sensor, 
which include a 3D warp-interlock woven fabric component.  

 

Action plan for achieving proposed objectives: 

• For developing research in this direction, the author applied and is going to continue to apply 
for obtaining financing on future calls and to identify potential industrial partners that could 
be interested in the findings of such research. 

• As the research sphere is interdisciplinary, another priority of the author is identifying new 
groups of researchers from other universities that have similar interests with the purpose of 
creating partnerships for project proposals. 

• The author is also going to participate in national and international conferences and exhibitions 
related to the topic of composite textile materials (especially TexComp and the Jec Composites 
Exhibitions) with the purpose of maintaining a high and up to date level of knowledge on the 
state of the art in the domain and establishing new contacts. 

• The author also sets to engage with young researchers and doctoral candidates on their 
proposed projects so that their contribution to the research to be meaningful and for them to 
accumulate experience. 

The author is going to continue to publish the results of their findings in journals with high impact 
factors and hopes that their visibility as a researcher is going to increase, which would help contribute 
to the prestige of the university and faculty that they represent. 

Fig. 4. The principle diagram of the design of the sensing part of the genuine 
receptive textile structures 
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II.2. Teaching and professional developments 

In the future, the author wishes to continue improving their teaching activities, both by ensuring that 
the curriculum is up to date with the international state of the art of its respective field and by 
adopting a wide variety of teaching methods and techniques. The author also aims to increase the 
contributions to new disciplines developed as course coordinator by publishing books and related 
teaching materials. 

The author is going to continue to improve their professional competences by: 

- Self-tuition 
- Participating in relevant conferences and exhibitions 
- Participating in specialty formal training programs and seminars 

The author considers a priority of their teaching activity to improve the teaching methods 
employed by: 

- Improving methods of teaching by promoting interactive sessions 
- Using student-centric teaching methods 
- Using e-learning methods 

The author considers a priority of their teaching activity to improve the teaching methods 
employed by: 

The author aims to complete, in the short term, the materials needed for the following 
course material: 

- Project toolkit for “Industrial Design – Woven fabrics” (already available on the web) 
- Student lab notebook for “CAD – Woven Fabrics” (work in progress) 

In the medium term, the author aims to publish teaching material for the Composite Textile Materials 
discipline (lecture notes and student lab book) and also publish an English version of the lecture notes 
for the “Textile structures – woven fabrics” discipline. 

In the long term, the author aims to complete a Handbook of Technical Textiles that would be useful 
for the students of the Advanced Textiles Master programme. 
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